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The phenornenon of offshore migrant labour in Canada poses an interesting 

challenge to the literature deding with unfree labour relations in capitaiist societies. This 

thesis uses in-depth interviews with Jamaican migrant labourers in Ontario. dong with 

supporting statistical data to further our understanding of the subjective domain of labour 

relations in agriculture- According to the literature The Seasonai Agricultural Workers 

Program constitutes a system of unfree labour, and many employers in the Ontario 

agricultural sector benefit frorn this system. Jarnaican migrant workers do not necessarily 

share this view of unfreedom. While recognising the definite restrictions as defined in the 

contract. these migrants accept the conditions of employment as a trade off for the 

opportunity of matenal advancement not available to them in Jamaica. This discrepancy 

over the definition of unfree labour reflects the disparities between the North and the 

South. and needs to be addressed. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

AN INTRODUCTION 

The central concem of this thesis is to provide an andysis of the meaning that 

migrant workers attach to their participation in a system of unfree labour in Ontario 

agriculture. More specifically the aim is to explore the most important aspects of migrant 

labourers' experiences in Ontario in the Seasonai Agricultural Workers program, using 

the starting point of the concept of unfree labour fiom the literature (Miles 1987, 

Satzewich 1989, 1991, Wail 1987). The concept of unfree labour is a usefui one in the 

sense that it accurately depicts the situation of Caribbean (or Mexican) migrant labour in 

Ontario as not the having basic freedoms that Canadian labour enjoys. Migrant workers 

may not circulate freely on the labour market and they rnay not settle in Canada 

permanently, therefore the state is not responsible for the worker or the worker's farnily 

in the off season. in another sense the concept of unfree labour is deceiving as it implies 

a relationship of indentured labour or slavery, in other words a lack of agency on the part 



of the migrant It is as though the migrant has been acted upon, rather than k i n g  an actor 

in his or her own right- This structural analysis fails to recognise tbat the migrant labourer 

has made a choice to migrate based upon individual and collective realities. if 1 may go 

one step M e r ,  what is purported to be unfreedorn in the literature frorn the North, may 

be a source of fieedom to those frorn the South (freedom to travel, freedom frorn 

economic hardship, freedom from unemployment). However, it is precisely because of the 

disparities between North and South that a discrepancy between what is free and what is 

not free may exist. 

Migrating to find work is not a new phenomenon in Jamaica. It can be attributed 

to rnacro-level problems such as a shortage of productive land, high unernploymenc and 

underernployment. as well as individuai incentives such as the desire to travel. This thesis 

attempts to provide the Jarnaican migrant worker with a voice, something largely absent 

in the literature on this migrant labour program and uncornmon in migration literature in 

general. By emphasizing the agency of the migrant worker the thesis wiii examine the 

constraints and decisions of this group of workers: what are their concerns, what are their 

issues, and how do they define their freedom or unfreedorn in Canada? in the process of 

this thesis 1 will describe the experiences of Jamaican migrant labourers in Ontario and 

the role of the state in stnicturing these experiences. I will explore employer-employee 

relations, the influence of the North - South disparities, and ultimately 1 will acknowledge 

the agency invotved in the choice of the labourers to migrate. 

Gardner (1995) writes that a major problem with studies of migration is that they 

operate at two different leveIs of analysis: individual and structural. Often only the 



structural level is discussed, and such a discussion fails to acknowledge the meanings that 

individuais and their communities give to migration that directly fiects them (Gardner 

1995:3). In this thesis 1 wiii provide both a structural and individuai, as well as theoretical 

and personal anaiysis of migration. 

In Canada, Iittle is known about these men and a smail number of women who 

come to Ontario every year to work in the agricultural sector. 1 have decided to do 

qualitative research to acquire a subjective account of the migrant labour program, 

something Hammersley and Atkinson (1995: 1-2) loosely cal1 ethnographie methodology. 

Ethnography attempts to understand how people make sense of their world in everyday 

life. 1 recognise that my particuiar lenses influence how 1 interpret individuai voices as 

weli as how 1 interpret the roles of other actors and structures involved in the migrant 

labour program. 1 am female, white, Canadian, an academic. Those are my obvious 

identities. As well, 1 was raised on a farm, experienced first hand the challenges of 

securing reliable labour, and later worked for another farmer for four seasons dong side 

Jamaican migrants (and made some good friends). These perspectives have contributed 

to the empathy that 1 have for farmers, many of whorn work very hard to remain 

cornpetitive in the global market and ultimately survive as farmers. 1 am aiso sympathetic 

and empathetic to the migrants whom 1 have worked with, 1 have listened to stories about 

their families and homes, sympathizing over their homesickness, and ultirnately learning 

about rural Jamaican culture. Therefore, this research has a personal component to it, as 

Gardner (1995) pointed out, one must own up to the subjectivity of her role as a 

researcher. 



The state has structured a program that aüows for a situation of "unfkeedom" for 

migrant worken. It may be accurate to Say that the situation is only possible within the 

context of the North - South disparities, where one group of people are disadvantaged 

such that they will contract out their labour power according to a very specific, narrow 

contract. At the hdividud level it is important to acknowledge the self-determination of 

these migrants and discuss the choices being made. However, it is also imperative to 

discuss other factors that corne into play in limiting and definhg individual choice. 

COST - BENEFIT ANALYSIS 

1 have provided a cost-benefit analysis of the foreign agricuitural labour program 

here in the introduction so the reader may have an overview of the main players in this 

prograrn: the state (both Jamaican and Canadian), the liaison service, the employer, and 

of course the migrant labourer. This cost-benefit analysis is not an overly penetrating 

analysis of the issues involved in the program; however, it wiii be adequate to introduce 

the topic and in subsequent chapters the discussion will rnove towards a more in-depth 

anaiysis. 

Who benefits €rom this program and how? 

The Canadian Govemment benefits from the migrant labour program as during low 

season (winter rnonths), and in retirement the state is not responsible for maintaining this 

transitory labour force. Satzewich (199 1) calls this labour force maintenance and renewal. 

As well, the state has solved a labour shortage in the agriculturai sector and appeased 



farmers who have been lobbying the federal government for decades over this matter. 

The Jamaican Government, on the other band, benefits from the foreign currency 

coming into the country from the migrants, Additionally, this program temporarily 

releases population pressure and unemployment problems. 

The Ontario employer (mostly farmers, but also owners of nurseries and fruit and 

vegetable canneries) appears to benefit a great deal from this program, judging from the 

unanimous endorsement 1 received from farmers in the southern Ontario region to whom 

1 spoke. To farmers in Ontario, migrant labour from Jarnaica (and other counuies) 

provides a reliable workforce, as these migrants have a reputation for being dependable, 

hard workers who stay the entire season and offer little complaints. The alternative to 

Caribbean and Mexican migrant labour is Canadian workers who, in the p s t ,  have not 

offered the farmer the same reliability. 

The migrant labourer benefits from this program as it provides him or her with 

employment, an opportunity he or she may not have at home. This empIoyment is paid 

in Canadian dollars, a preferred currency in Jamaica, and many Jamaicans whom 1 

interviewed called the wages that they eam in Canada 'fast money'. This money ailows 

the migrants to buy desirable Canadian goods such as electronics, bicycles, water pumps, 

and other cornrnodities that are either more dificult or more expensive to obtain in 

Jamaica. As well, this program offers Jamaicans the opportunity to travel abroad, as many 

workers indicated to me this was an important incentive. 



What are the costs? 

This program is not a significant cost to the Canadian Government, although it has 

had to deai with criticism. In light of the high unemployrnent rate, the govemment fields 

criticism from segments of the public who argue that this program gives away Canadian 

jobs. As well, this program has been charged with king based upon discriminatory 

immigration policy (Satzewich 199 1) that restricts personai freedoms of migrant workers 

(Satzewich 1991, Waii 1987). 

The farmer's costs are not substantial in light of the benefits. According to the 

farmers 1 spoke with, this program costs more (in actuai dollars) than if they hired Iocai 

workers, however, in t e m  of productivity the Caribbean and Mexican migrant workers 

are supenor. With this program the f m e r  is responsible for paying for more than half 

of the airfare of each worker, the f m e r  is responsible for the transportation of the 

workers when in Canada, and the farmer provides housing and utilities free of charge. 

The costs to the worker are significant. Firstly, the migrant is leaving hisher 

farnily for an extended period of time, to live and work in a situation foreign and 

sometimes unfriendly. The migrant does not have the sarne opportunities to settle 

permanently in Canada as do other labour groups, and therefore does not benefit from the 

sociai welfare state (although contributes to it). Additionally, the migrant goes through 

an unpleasant and undignified recruitment process in Jamaica. 

It is the issue of costs and benefits to the migrant which wiIL be an important 

focus in this paper. There are very convincing and accurate analyses of the "unfreedom" 



of Caribbean migrant workers in the literature (Satzewich 199 1, Waü 1992). 1 will use 

the concept of unfree labour as a starting point, and move from an analysis of the state 

to catch a glimpse of the everyday reality of the migrant workers while in Canada. These 

Jamaican migrant workers are coming liom very distinct social, political, economic 

structures derived from their own particuiar history, and it is very important to consider 

their perspectives when anaiyzing the migrant labour program. 

Part One of the thesis introduces and orients the problem. Chapter two will 

provide a background for the thesis. 1 will discuss the long history of out-migration in 

Jamaica and the Caribbean, as weIl as a brief account of the history of farm labour in 

Ontario, and finish the chapter with some of the specifics of the migrant labour program. 

Chapter three will provide theoreticai issues refating to this migrant labour program, 

aimed at both the structurai and individuai levels. The second half of the thesis, Part Two, 

provides the practicai orientations: the data and anaiysis, linking the observations to the 

theory. Methodology and related issues WU be explained in the fourth chapter. Chapter 

five presents the migrants' views and an anaiysis of the role of the state as well as living 

and working conditions. The sixth chapter discusses migrants' perspectives of their 

freedom and social life. Chapter seven anaiyzes how the migrants make sense of their 

economic situation. The frnal chapter is a concluding one. 



PART ONE 

PROVIDING THE FRAMEWORK 



CHAPTER TWO 

HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 

HISTORY OF OUT-MIGRATION IN THE CARIBBEAN 

Out-migration from the Caribbean is not a new phenornena- Because of a shortage 

of productive farm land as weii as high unemployment and underemployment, migration 

has historicaily been a survival strategy for the people of the Caribbean (Davison 1962, 

Richardson 1983, ficharcison 1992, Pastor 1985). Richardson (1992) wntes that the 

people of the Carïbbean (and Jamaica is not an exception) have migrated to find work and 

a better life since emancipation from slavery in the 1830s. This strategy has come about 

as a response to a lack of resources (including land) and opportunities at home. Land has 

been an important issue to Iamaicans and ownership of it represents power. The coastal 

area of Jamaica was and continues to be monopolized by plantations, and much of the 

interior is owned by foreign bauxite companies (Richardson 1992: 189). 

By the late 1600s the British were importing a large number of slaves to work on 



the sugar plantations in Jamaica (Beckford and Witter 1980). In use was the infamous 

triangular trade route with merchant ships from Europe taking rnanufactured goods to sell 

in Africa, from Afnca slaves were brought to the Caïibbean, and the Caribbean sent raw 

materials such as sugar cane to Europe (Richardson 1992:38). Foliowing emancipation of 

slavery in the 1830s the plantation economy continued to dominate the region (Richardson 

1983:6). Some freed slaves went to the hilly interior wtiile others continued to work on 

the plantations for subsistence wages. Some freed slaves were able to buy land although 

most of the land was owned by the white planter elites (Beckford and Witter 1980). 

Beckford (1972) and Richardson (1983) argue the legacy of the plantations has 

survived to the present day. Beckford discusses four general phenomena that may be 

found today in plantation societies. These are (1) concentration of capital in the form of 

land; (2) high unemployment (rural and urban) alongside expressed shortage of labour for 

plantation work: (3) increased mechanization of plantation field operations wherever this 

is technically feasible; and (4) high rates of ernigration, particularly rural people, from 

plantation areas within a particular country and from the plantation econornies to 

metropolitan countries (Beckford 1972:86). It is the second and fourth point that is of 

interest here, and fits the description of Jamaica, 

In the land that was available following the emancipation of slaves, small villages 

sprung up in the Caribbean as thousands of former slaves moved to the ide land. These 

settlements represent an escape from direct plantation coritrol. Specificaily in Jamaican 

the hiil side settiernents represented freed workers, however there was still this 

dependence on the plantations for seasonal labour or markets to sell produce (Richardson 



1983:6). Most of the interviews I conducted were with people who lived in the rural hi11 

side settlements. Most of these people were small scaie farmers who did not work on the 

plantations (but possibly used these markets to sell their produce). Perhaps out-migration 

has enabled these men to be independent of plantation work. 

In the era immediately following slavery, productive land was in short supply so 

it was then that migration became more cornmon. Encouraging the rate of emigration was 

the advent of steamship travel. Those who could not afford to pay fare on the steamship 

worked as deck bands (Richardson 1983:17). 

Between 1850 and 1855 it is estimated that 5000 Jamaicans went to South 

America to work on a railway project in Panama. Together, with Chinese migrant 

labourers these Caribbean migrants built the railway across the isthmus of Panama, a 

project funded by the U.S. Govemment and the New Granadian (Colombian) Govemment 

(Richardson 1992: 136- 137). 

Richardson (1983: 19) reports that by 1884, 35 000 Jamaicans had travelled to 

Panama as labour on the Panama Canal. Conditions there are described as gruelling, 

tiazardous, and unhedthy. Ferguson (1990: 17) provides the estimate that 25 000 people 

out of 83 000 Jamaicans and other Caribbean migrants died from accidents and disease 

in the construction of the Canal. 

Another source of migratory work for Jamaicans in the 1800s was in Costa Rica 

on the Arnerican owned banana plantations. It is believed that around 1700 Jamaicans or 

more went to Costa Rica (Richardson 1983: 19, Proudfoot 1970: 14- 15). 

Emigration kom Jarnaica up until the early decades of the twentieth century was 



mostly to nearby territories in the Americas and was relatively small (Smith 1981, 

Proudfoot 1970). In the period surrounding the Great Depression in the 1920s and 1930s 

Jamaica witnessed little out-migration as Jarnaica and the rest of the world faced 

unemployment crises (Smith 1981). During World War II Jamaica suffered high 

unemployment rates, whereas Britain had a shonage of labour (Smith 198 l), therefore the 

1950s saw a rnass emigration to the United Kingdom. It was largely unskilled labour that 

was needed to repair the war-tom country, although some carpenters, masons, plumbers 

also migrated. Generdy the males in the family went fnst. established themselves and 

then sent for the family. The numbers of migrants in the 1950s is estimated at 230 000 

to 280 000 (Peach 1968 in Richardson 1992), although difficult to document because 

many Caribbean migrants travelled with British passports (Richardson 1992: 142). 

Migrants from the Caribbean expenenced alienation, discrimination, poor Living 

conditions, and poor wages in Britain. These migrants often found themselves in 

situations of unemployment, low social status and a Iack of assimilation (Richardson 

1983:22). In the 1960s the British government implemented restrictive immigration laws 

to curb Caribbean migrants. Richardson (1992:143) reports that in the early 1990s 

approxirnately 650 000 black citizens lived in Britain, most of them were migrants (or 

their children) who came from the Caribbean shortiy after the war. 

Richardson (1983) writes that overdl Caribbean migrants fared better in North 

America. Today there are substantial Caribbean communities of Haiùans, Puerto Ricans, 

Cubans, Jamaicans in New York, Miami and elsewhere (Ferguson 1990: 19). Richardson 

(1992: 145) suggests that over five miilion people of Caribbean descent live in the United 



States. Before 1952 the US. had no restrictions on Jamaican entry and approximately 

1000 Jamaicans per year migrated to the U.S. in the 1940s. in 1952 the McCarran-Walter 

Act greatly limited this fiow, causing protests in both Jamaica and the U.S. that this 

policy was discrimination against coloured West Indians (Smith 198 1: 153). 

In North America, thousands of West indians have been working in agriculture for 

decades. Specifically, the US. farm labour program has been a source of employment for 

larnaicans since 1934 (Smith 198 1: 160). in the 1960s there was a great deal of pressure 

from Jamaica and the rest of the West indies for North America to open its doors wider 

to migrants from their countries. This was in an effort to relieve some of the populations 

pressures at home (Smith 1981:162). One author writes that the U.S. has been the main 

receiver of West Indian migrants as ternporary contnct workers, professionals, and even 

illegal migrants (Cohen 1992: 164). Currentiy Jamaica is stiü experiencing a high rate of 

out-migration for work. (1 discuss Canada's role in Jamaican migration below). 

The Caribbean people that have emigrated to Europe and North Amerka have 

maintained ties with farnily in their homeiand. "Very few of these recently emigrated 

peoples have lost touch with the places they have left behind, and the probable majority 

of them send money and material goods back to the Caribbean as a matter of routine" 

(Richardson 1992: 133). 

THE HISTORY OF FARM LABOUR IN ONTARIO 

In the nineteenth century Upper Canada, what is now Ontario, was settled largely 

by British immigrants. It was many of these first settlers who cleared the land to make 



it into farm Imd. Parr (1985) writes that even in those days farmers hired labourers to 

help on the land. By the twentieth century sons and daughters were leaving the farm as 

better paid employment could be found elsewhere, taking their places as labourers were 

migrants, usuaiiy landless (Parr 1985:92). WaU (1995:6) reports that already in the early 

1900s one thousand workers were brought in from Mexico to work in the sugar beet 

fields in southwestern Ontario. 

From the late 1800s until the 1960s the government has controiied immigration 

based upon race (Avery 1979, Satzewich 1991, Smith 1981). In an Immigration Act of 

1885 the Chinese were Limited from entenng the country. Avery (1979:7) writes that the 

main difference between European workers and what Avery cails Orientai or Blacks was 

the latter group was thought to be unable to assimilate, and would always be hard 

labourers. Smith (198 1: 152) essentially says the same thing about Iamaican immigration 

to Canada, "...as black persons were held to be inadmissible unless they feu into certain 

preferred classes such as agricuitural labourers and domestic servants". Selection of 

immigrants based upon race, colour, religion was officially absolved in 1966 with the 

Canadian Govemment's White Paper. in 1967 a points system was implemented that 

favoured professional and skilled labour over less skilled labour (Smith 198 1: 161). 

The occupation of immigrants and the numbers permitted to enter the country has 

also been based upon demand by the economy. Before the 1920s the need was for farm 

labour and domestics, In 1922 a new regulation stipulated admissible classes for the first 

time which were agriculturalists, farm labourers and fernale domestic servants (StJohn- 

Jones 198 1 5  1). The 1930s witnessed econornic depression, widespread unemployment 



and little immigration into Canada (S t.John-Jones 198 1). During this t h e  new technology 

in the agriculturai sector (threshers and combines) aiso decreased the demand for labour 

(Wall 1995). Following the Second World War the economy improved and once again 

farmers were requesting a steadier supply of labour. 

In the post-war years farrns becarne more intensified or capitaiist. As Winson 

(1996) writes, smali-scale farms have become capitalist enterprises where there is a 

greater need for wage labour than there was with the smailer, rnixed farming operations. 

Even with increased mechanization, the demand for wage labour did not decrease as 

certain commodities (such as tobacco and fruit trees) stili use mostly human labour rather 

than rnachinery during harvest. Therefore, although there are fewer farms, those farms 

have becorne larger, and the demand for labour has also increased (Gborayshi 1986, Parr 

1985). 

Governrnent response to post-war labour needs was to target European immigrants, 

such as Polish war veterans to work for a certain period of time before they could become 

Canadian citizens (Parr 1985, Satzewich 1989, Wail 1995). According to Satzewich 

(1991) a second group of immigrants targeted to work on Octario farms after the Second 

World War was Displaced Persons, mostly from eastem Europe. The Canadian 

Government also attempted to target the unemployed populations of Canada by providing 

free bus fares to potential workers from the Maritime provinces or Quebec ro travel to 

southwestern Ontario (Parr 1985, Winson 1996). 

The other program pursued by growers in Ontario was the Caribbean Seasonal 

Workers Program. Satzewich (199 1 : 168) writes that farmers pressured the Canadian 



Govemment for nearly twenty years before approval was findly given to negotiate the 

terms of a contract with the Jamaican Government (see Satzewich 1991 for a detailed 

account of these negotiations). 

In 1966, 264 Iamaican workers came to Canada to work in various agicultural 

comrnodities (Grnaseid 1992). In 1967 the prograrn expanded to include Trinidad- 

Tobago and Barbados. By 1974 the Canadian Government had negotiated a contract with 

Mexico and in 1976 Grenada, Antigua, Dominica, SKhristopher-Nevis-Anguilla, 

St.Lucia, St-Vincent and Montserrat were ail involved with sending migrant labourers to 

Canada. Currently included in this list is The Grenadines (FARMS, 1996). See table 1 for 

the breakdown in 1994, 1995 of migrants by country. 

Table 1 : Breakdown of migrant arrivals by country in 1994, 1995 

II Barbados 1 581 58 1 

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 

II Eastern Caribbean 1 367 398 

- 1994 - 1995 

II Jamaica 1 4319 4592 

11 Mexico 1 3857 3825 

II Trinidad and Tobago 1 800 872 

The prograrn has grown from 264 migrant workers in 1966 to 4428 workers in 

1983, to over 1 1 000 migrants per year from 1989 to 199 1. In 1995 the numbers 

decreased to 10 268, 4592 of which were Jarnaicans. Jamaica remains the largest single 

TOTAL 9924 10268 
FARMS, Employer Information Package, 1996 



group (Human Resources Development Canada, "Year-to-Date Reports"). (See Appendix 

A for a break d o m  of the total number of workers per year since 1983, and the total 

number of Jamsùcan workers in this time period,) 

Authority and administration of this program has faiien under various government 

departrnents. Before implementation of the program the Deparunent of Labour and the 

Departrnent of Citizenship and immigration shared decision-making power about foreign 

migrant labour. From 1966 to 1987 the Department of Manpower and immigration and 

the Canada EmpIoyment Commission administered the program (Satzewich 1991: 146- 

147). Since L987 administrative duties have faLien under the direction of FARMS (the 

Foreign Agricuitural Resource Management Service). Although authorized by Human 

Resources Development Canada, FARMS is a non-governmentai organization made up 

of a board of directors who represent growers of the different commodity groups 

participating in the program (see Appendix B for a list of commodity groups). 

SPECIFICS OF TBE PROGRAM 

As mentioned above, FARMS administers The Seasonal AgricuIturd Workers 

Program. The service is funded entirely by growers who pay a user fee each year. In 1996 

the user fee was $35 per worker mival (FARMS 1996). In 1995 there were 1444 growers 

participating in the program and as mentioned above, over 10 000 workers arrived in 

Canada that year (Human Resources Development Canada, "Year-to-Date Reports"). 

FARMS has adopted the Canadian Government's policy of 'Canadians fmt' 

referring to the philosophy that whenever possible a Canadian worker will be hired before 



a foreign worker. Employers, in fact, have to prove to the Canadian Employment Centre 

in their area that they have need for foreign labour (that there are not enough available 

Canadians to work) before they may enter the program. Once on the program growers do 

not have to continue to display need, however, if there was a supply of reliable Canadiaos 

the foreign worker applications would not be processed (interview with Gary Cooper, 

Board of Directors of FARMS). 

There is public criticism that with chronically high unemployment rates in Canada 

workers should not be imported, instead Canadians should be hired. FARMS has 

responded to this criticism by emphasizing that there are not enough reliable Canadians 

and without foreign labour Ontario loses a great deai of money. FARMS proposes hat 

foreign workers actualiy generate jobs, as once the product is harvested (usuaily this is 

where the foreign labour comes in), it has to be packed, stored, transported, wholesaled 

and retailed. if the crops are not fully harvested because of a lack of reliable labour, then 

no one benefits and the farmer loses (interview with Gary Cooper). The following is an 

example of the promotional work FARMS is doing to convince the public of the 

importance of this program. 

The Ontario horticulture industry provides direct employment for approximately 
99,876 people per year. Most of these jobs are seasonal, with an average duration 
of ten weeks. Al1 of these jobs are offered to Canadians and would be filled by 
Canadians, if enough Canadians were available. As it stands, approximately 90% 
are filled by reliable Canadians, including landed immigrants. That is 
approximately 90,000 jobs for Canadians. For the balance of 9,876 jobs, 
RELIABLE Canadians cannot be found. That is the experience of HRDC and the 
horticulture industry. That critical 10% of the workforce is filled by seasonal 
workers from the Caribbean Commonwealth and Mexico. (FARMS, 1995) 

New employers on the program have the preference of the place of origin of their 



workers (i.e., Jamaican, Mexican, or another participating Caribbean island). As weii, 

employers may indicate gender of their workers. Most farmers I spoke with said they 

preferred men for the hard physicd work and would also hire women except then they 

would have to supply separate housing. Another option for employers is that they may 

specifically request a worker by name, as weii as specificaiiy request that a certain worker 

is not sent back to their farm. The f m e r  takes on an added responsibility by requesting 

a worker. If the worker has to retum home early for persona1 reasons or a breach of 

contract the employer must cover the cost of the airfare, otherwise the worker has to pay 

for it. 

According to the Canadian Govemment this program is of a premium cost to the 

employers. The grower covers the cost of flight and other ground transponation. pays user 

fees and visa fees, provides accommodation free of charge. The flights m a set arnount 

each year for al1 growers (in 1996 the airfare was $354.00 from Jamaica to Toronto, and 

retum, Toronto to Jamaica was $399.00) set up by a singIe travel agency, CanAg Travel 

Services Ltd., operating out of Mississauga, Ontario. The employer recovers the cost of 

airfare at a rate of $2.65 per working day of each employee, to a maximum of $3 18.00 

per worker in 1996, not quite half of the totd cost of airfare (FARMS, 1996). Employers 

must also pay a visa fee per each worker, which they are refunded once the worker has 

arrived in Canada. In 1996 this fee was $125.00 that goes to the Human Resource Centres 

of Canada (HRCC). 

Every year employees and then employers sign a contract of employment that 

stipulates conditions of lodging, payment of wages (including the mandatory remittance 



of 25% of wages back to the home country), obligations of the employer, and obiigations 

of the employee. The employer's obligations include an agreement that none of hisher 

employees may work for another employer without written consent from the proper 

authorities. The third and fouah stipulations under the 'Obligations of the worker' are of 

particular interest, the third one States: "To work at di times during the term of 

employment under the supervision and direction of the EMPLOYER and to perform the 

duties of the job requested of him eficiently." The fourth one is as follows: "To obey and 

comply with aU d e s  set down by the EMPLOYER and approved by the 

GOVERNMENT AGENT relating to the safety, discipline, and the care and maintenance 

of property." Other significant obligations include properly maintaining the living area. 

The contract dso deais with reasons and procedures for prematwe repatriation, financiai 

undertakings, and what to do in case of death of the worker (from the "Memorandum of 

Understanding". 1995)- 

As a part of the agreement between Canada and Jamaica (as well as the other 

countries on the program) the Jamaican Government appoints agents in Canada, called 

liaison officers, to ensure the smooth functioning of the program. The liaison officers are 

to act in the interests of both the employees and the employers (from the "Memorandurn 

of Understanding", 1995). There are currently six Jarnaican liaison officers serving over 

four thousand employees, and approxirnately 540 employers. 

Another aspect of the agreement is that the Jarnaican govemment must recruit and 

then set up medicai exams every year for the potential migrants. Workers have to pass 

Canadian health requirements and be capable of doing agriculturai work (fiom the 



"Memorandum of Understanding", 1995). 



CaAPTER THREE 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Generaiiy theoreticai work on migration is at the structural level to the exclusion 

of individual subjective description (Gardner 1995). This fust section in the theoretical 

framework will discuss the state's role in stmcturing the migrant labour program and 

creating a situation of unfreedom for the migrant workers. This section will also discuss 

how the employer benefits from this unfree labour force. The second section will look at 

the social and economic situation in Jamaica, and while still at the structural level it is 

an attempt to corne to a better understanding of these workers' individual incentives to 

migrate. In an effort to respond to Gardner's (1995) criticism that anaiysis at the 

structural level views migrants as passive actors, 1 wiil discuss theoreticai issues that 

describe the individual experience of a migrant worker while in Ontario. 



THEORYATTHESTRUCTURALLEVEL 

THE ROLE OF THE STATE IN STRUC-G UNFREE LABOUR 

This section of the theoretical fnmework WU provide an analysis of the state and 

its role in stnicturing and implementing the situation of unfreedom of migrant agicultural 

workers in Ontario. The Canadian state has traditiondy as well as currently given more 

power to the farmer than the worker (Parr 1985, Satzewich 1991:64, Wdl 1995:7), 

whether they are Canadians or foreigners. This is Uustrated by looking at the Canadian 

farm labourers who are not fully protected by labour IegisIation. 

Waii (1995) writes that the Employment Standards Act ensures that employees are 

treated fairly with respect to issues such as wages and benefits, however in most cases 

farm operations do not have to follow this, A specific section of the act discusses 

standards for employees in fruit, vegetable, and tobacco that covers the minimum wage 

rates, piece work rates, and the amount charged for lodging ( W d  1995). 

Under the Occupational Health and Safety Act industrial workers are protected 

from a hazardous working environment, however, farm work is excluded under this act. 

This is despite the acknowledgement that agricultwal work is rated as dangerous. "This 

means that farm workers are denied the cight to work in safe conditions, to form safety 

cornmittees, and to refuse unsafe work" (Wali 1995:9). Not only do farm workers do 

heavy physical labour and use machinery. but they also are in contact with hazardous 

chernicals (Wall 1995). Exemptions from this act 1 would assume refiect a different time 

when farms were mostly farnily-nin operations. 

Farmers in Ontario have historicaiiy had difficulty securing reliable employment. 



Parr (1985) writes that this is because farm labour is at the very bottom of the rural 

hierarchy. Fann work is physically demanding, conditions are often unpleasant and even 

dangerous, work c m  be unsteady and is seasonal, and wages are comparatively low. This 

is how Parr describes f m  labour in Ontario: 

The conditions of work remain arduous. The most difficule fann tasks are often 
the least easy to mechanize. The combination of machine work with hand work 
in the production process only accelerates the breakneck pace established by fear 
of rain or frost. Chernical fertilizers and sprays make farm produce more 
attractive. and fm work more dangerous. (Parr 1985103) 

Parr's conclusion is that workers in the agriculnual sector (historicalfy as well as 

current locals and migrant labourers) view theù employment as temporary, a means to an 

end. Fam work is not a job they wished to do for too many years. 

The Canadian Govemment, then, has responded to the labour shortage in 

agriculture by structuring the Seasonal Agnculturai Worken Program, of w hic h the 

Jamaican migrant labouren are a part. This transitory labour force benefits the state as 

the state is not responsible for something Satzewich cails labour force maintenance or 

renewal (199 t:37). In other words, as families are Ieft in Jamaica the state does not have 

a role in their hedth care, education, and economic situation. As well, in the low season 

and in retirement the Canadian govemment is not responsible for looking after the 

migrant workers in the form of employment insurance or a state pension plan (as it does 

for Canadian workers). Additionaily, the program appeases farmers who have been 

Iobbying the govenunent for decades to implement such a program that would solve the 

problem of a shortage of labour in the agriculture sector. 

The state both protects and controls the migrant workers. The protection is with 



the implementation of minimum wage rates (see Appendk C for the rates), housing 

inspections, and a liaison officer to act ris advocate- The workers are controlied as they 

may not switch employers while in Canada and they may not settle in Canada 

permanently. The controls placcd upon migrant workers have ensured that these workers 

will remain a 'captive labour force', to borrow Griffith's (1986) term, as well as continue 

to provide an adequate supply of labour. 

Having outlined how the state protects and controls the migrant labour force it is 

important to recognise how the employer benefits- As stated above, the state has 

historicdy worked in the interests of the farmer over the farm worker. Griffith (1986), 

writing about temporary British West indian workers in U.S. agriculture, suggests that 

these workers are a captive labour force. These workers, who are mostly Jamaican, are 

not able to unionize and are "...casier to control (and perhaps cheat) than domestic 

workers ..." (Griffith 1986: 88 1). Furthemore, the West Indian labour force is considered 

reliable and wiliing by American farmers in much the same way Ontario farmers view 

the Jarnaican migrants. According to Griffith (1986) apple and sugar growers in the U.S. 

find domestic (American) workers often quit before the harvest is over, risking crop loss. 

Griffith suggests the following about the ternporary West Indian workers: 

Instead they are a product of disparities ktween cich and poor nations in wages, 
working conditions, standards of living, worker expectations, etc. Coming from 
poor nations where it may take as Iong as ten years to earn what they earn in the 
US. in five or six months, West Indians constitute a willing, reliable, and highly 
docile labor force, (1986:88 1) 

Clearly there are striking sirnilarities between conditions surrounding the 

temporary West lndian labour force in the U.S. and the Jamaican migrants in this study. 



Aspects of these similarities wiii be discussed later in the paper. The foUowing section 

will discuss this situation of unfiee labour, 

The Concept of Unfree Labour 

The condition of unfreedom derives from the inability to circulate in a Iabour 
market (indeed the absence of a Iabour market), the inability to determine to 
whom one must provide surplus labour and the inability (or lack of necessity) to 
enter the market to purchase commodities for the reproduction of the capacity to 
work. (Satzewich 199 1:42) 

As the quote above indicates, unfree labour to this author refers to an individual 

who does not have the opportunity to choose his or her employer, nor to freely change 

employers. As well, the labourer is pemitted oniy temporary entry in the country, without 

option of permanent settlement (Satzewich 199 1: 107). Satzewich ( 1989) points to the 

state as playing a major role in creating unfree labour illustrated in labour relations such 

as slavery, indentured servants, contract labour, and convict labour. 

Both Satzewich (1991) and Waii (1992) agree that the temporary migrant labour 

program in Ontario agriculture fits the concept of unfreedom. Satzewich (199 1: 107-1 10) 

describes the Cwibbean migrant workers as unfree labour because they are only permitted 

temporary entry into the country, they have no right of permanent settlement or 

citizenship, and they do not have the right to freely seU their labour to other f m e r s .  

Wail(1992) confms, Caribbean migrant workers in Ontario agriculture may not change 

to another employer while in Canada unless authorization by the specific government 

agency is obtained. 

The concept of unfree labour has k e n  derived from the writings of Karl Marx. 



Marx uses the terms free labour and wage labour interchangeably, both refer to the 

freedom of the worker to seii labour power to whom helshe chooses (Satzewich 1989:90- 

91). Marx writes that the owner of capital meets with the free labourer in the market and 

treats this free Iabour as just another comrnodity CO be bought and sold. The labourer is 

free in two ways writes Marx, "...that as a free man he can dispose of his labour-power 

as his own comrnodity, and that on the other hand he has no other commodity for sale, 

is short of everything necessary for the reaiisation of bis labour power" (Max 1977: 166). 

(Marx uses gender exclusive language, throughout his work 1 wiii assume he is referring 

to any worker or owner of money - either male or fernale). 

What is perceived as an ideal situation, what Marx (1977: 167) calls "a very Eden 

of the innate nghts of man", is a situation where the buyer and seller of labour power are 

free agents who meet as equals on the market. They come to an agreement and make an 

equd exchange, each working with one's own best interests in rnind. In reality, Marx 

does not think that such a relationship exists, he wntes: 

He. who before was the money-owner, now strides in front as capitalist; the 
possessor of labour-power foIlows as his labourer. The one with an air of 
importance, srnirking, intent on business; the other, tirnid and holding back, like 
one who is bringing his own hide to market and hris nothing to expect but - a 
hiding. ( 1977: 172) 

One of the implications of using the concept of unfree labour is the connotation 

of the inverse, free labour, is deceiving. Free or wage labour may not be as attractive as 

the narne would suggest. Satzewich writes that there is still room for coercion in free 

labour relations (1989:91). Although not tied to any one particular employer, free 

labourers are stiii tied to the capitalist class because they need the wages to survive. As 



Marx writes, "But the worker, whose sole source of Livelihood is the saie of his labour 

power, cannot leave the whole class of purchosers, that is, the capitalist cluss, without 

renouncing his existence" (1967:21-22). Granted, the freedom to switch employers 

(depending on availability of employment, of course) is a subtle advantage - k i n g  tied 

to the market is better than being tied to a specific employer. This is the point that the 

above authors are making, no one employer may abuse her power or exploit her labourers 

any more than the next employer. if she abuses her power she will lose her employees 

to the next employer who may treat his employees better. I argue that this is a crucial 

difference between free labour and unfree labour. 

It is important to note however, that free labour is stiil exploited by capitaiist 

owners. One way of making a profit is to lower the cost of labour power. Marx writes 

that the wages the employer exchanges for labour power is only a portion of what the 

labour power is actually worth. 

The ever repeated purchase and sale of labour-power is now the mere form; what 
really takes place is this - the capitalist again and again appropriates, without 
equivalent, a portion of the previously materialised labour of others, and 
exchanges it for a greater quantity of living labour. (Marx 1977547) 

The presence of a state implemented contract with wage stipulations (as is the case 

for Caribbean and Mexican migrant labour) is an "unfreedom" Marx would probably have 

argued, as the presence of a non-negotiable contract deviates from a free labourer's rights. 

However, in certain circumstances the presence of a contract drawn up by the state 

controls the exploitation of wage rates by employers, particularly in the case of a 

relatively powerless group of workers. 

To further illustrate this concept of unfree labour, 1 will discuss Satzewich's 



(1989) use of this term with respect to Poiish war veterans. The use of these war veterans 

was another response by the Canadian state to labour shortages in the agicultural sector 

in Canada following World War II. This population was soldiers who had fought with the 

British army and refbsed to r e m  to communist controlied Poland. Canada agreed to 

accept some of these veterans into the country, but with panicular stipulations. The 

contract gave the war veterans iittie freedom to circulate on the labour market and ody 

offered citizenship after five yean living in the country. It was ody after that five year 

period that the Polish men could bnng their f d e s  over to Canada. The contract was 

enforced with threat of deportation. (Satzewich 1989) 

Griffith (1986) discusses unfree labour. or captive labour as he calls it, with 

respect to migrant labour in agriculture. This author argues that famers in the United 

States should be hiring domestic labour (US. citizens) instead of hiring British West 

Indian temporary migrants. Griffith writes that f m e n  prefer the migrants. particularly 

larnaicans, because they are a captive labour force in that they do not have the freedom 

to move to another employer. Griffith points out that the U.S. economy holds no 

responsibility in looking after the farnilies of migrants, or for the migrants themselves in 

the off season. 

The concept of unfree labour is an important one in tems of this study on migrant 

workers frorn Jarnaica. The concept accurately reflects the reality that there are different 

rules for different people and it is important to question this inequality. As well, the 

concept is a starting point for analyzing other issues that arise out of a situation of 

unfreedom - relations with employer, econornic realities, etc. On the other hand, the 



concept of unfree labour fails to recognise the agency or self determinism of the 

individuai migrant worker. The concept implies a situation of enslavement where the 

migrant has no choice, and has not made an infonned decision based upon his/her 

personal situation. 

My proposed resolution to this conflict between unfreedom and encouraging 

agency is to discuss the concept of unfree labour and the role of the state, but bring this 

discussion to the personal, individuai level of the migrant worker. 1 wiii discuss the 

constraints and restrictions on the migrant worker, based largely on the social and 

economic conditions in Jamaica (therefore at the structural level) but in the context of 

how these restrictions shape the decisions of migrant workers. 

THE ECONOMIC REALITIES OF JAMAICAN MIGRANTS 

The folIowing section is about the economic reaiities that Jamaicans face in their 

country and how these realities encourage people to emigrate for work. Canadian farmers' 

need for labour in low wage, seasonal agricultural work has provided many Jamaicans 

with a relatively attractive employment opportunity. It is partly because of the divergence 

in wealth between the two counuies that a situation has emerged where the employees 

have less power in their work setting than is usually found. This is to Say that financially 

the work in Canada is very important to the migrant workers, and the potential (and 

sometimes actual) threat of k ing  sent home, or not asked back on the program goes a 

long way. To illustrate these economic realities 1 will discuss the employment cnsis in 

Jamaica, issues surrounding cemittance payments, as well as other problems associated 



with out-migration- 

Unemployment and Underemployment in Jamaica 

The main reason for such vast out-migration from Jamaica for over a century is 

the shortage of suitable employment for the population. This section will look at the 

unemployment problem in Jamaica and how this problem has been addressed in the recent 

ps t .  

Since the post-war period policy makers and governments in Jamaica have 

attempted to address the chronic unemployrnent and underernployment problems. 

Depending on the ideology of the govemment in power various agendas have k e n  

followed. Policies such as import-substituting industrialization have been adopted with the 

hope that industry would grow, which in turn would create employment (Panton 1993, 

Bray 1987, Huber and Stephens 1992). During the Democratic socidist govemment from 

1972 to 1980 policies such as a minimum wage, equal pay for women, and free education 

were adopted (Panton 1993). The unemployment rate remained high during this time 

(averaging 24.5%) as private investrnent went elsewhere, and the policies faiIed to impact 

upon the informal sector, the importance of which is discussed below (Panton 1993:96). 

From the 1980s to the present, policies have prornoted a liberalization of the 

economy, emphasizing export-led growth, free zones, and an open economy to expand the 

manufacturing sector, which in tum would create employment (Panton 1993, Robinson 

1994). From 1980 to 1989 the unemployment rate did not fa11 bdow 25%, and Panton 

(1993) writes that the liberalization policies decreased the worker standard of living with 



the devaluation of the Jamaican douar and increases in prices. 

In generai, the various policies implemented since the Second World War have 

done littte to alieviate the employment crisis, with the unemployment rate hovering 

around 25% throughout this period (Panton 1993:96). As well, the standard of Living in 

Jamaica has declined and dispacities between the weaithy and the poor have increased 

(Robinson 1994, Ghosh 1992). There are specific reasons for the f d u r e  of any one of the 

above policies, however Panton (1993) below points to a few cornmon oversights. 

Panton (1993) criticizes the Jamaican Government for making policies that do not 

take into consideration the unique labour structure of the country. Panton argues that not 

only does policy have to be aimed at the formai employment sector (usuaily either capitd 

intensive or labour intensive fms) but also the informai sector should be targeted. The 

informai sector, in fact, empIoys more Jarnaicans than the formai sector at 46.6% of the 

working population according to the Planning Institute of Jarnaica, 1989 (Panton 

1993:115). Employment in the informai sector is often associated with illegal or 

unreported economic activity such as higgling (buying and selling of goods) and 

marijuana production. Panton (1993) reports marijuana is the most productive informal 

enterprise and possibly more productive than any single formd industry. 

Panton (1993) suggests that unemployment rates are under-represented as a large 

number of individuais are underemployed and work seasondly in tourism or cash crop 

cultivation. Those who remain in the country often attempt to supplement their formai 

labour with work in the informal sector, thereby obscuring the magnitude of the 

unemployment crisis (Panton 1993: 103). 



Another issue discussed by Panton (1993) and is associated with the employment 

crisis is the shortage of skilied and educated labour in Jamaica. Partiy this is because of 

high rates of out-migration of skilied labour, which in tum results in a shortage of such 

people to train others. Furthemore, organization, planning and management of educational 

and training prograrns has proven to be inadequate. 

In sum, unemployrnent and underemployment remain critical problems in Jamaica 

today. The Internationai Labour Organization (1993) reports the unemployment rate was 

15.4% in 1991. The World Bank Group (1996) clairns unemployment is 16% of the 

labour force, and this is decreasing due to emigration and creation of new jobs mostly in 

the informal sector. The World Bank Group reports that the quality of education has 

declined and the country relies on a high level of remittances irom abroad. However, 

employment growth has increased slightly over the past decade mainly in the tourist 

industry and related services and construction. 

Remittances 

Remittance is the portion of a migrant's wage sent back to the family remaining 

in the home country, either through formal channels or informally. In Jarnaica remittance 

money has for decades been an important source of foreign currency for the island 

(Beckford and Witter 198053). There appear to be two conflicting schools of thought on 

the benefits of out-migration, and more specificaiiy the benefits of remittance payments 

to a country (Keely and Tran 1989, Ghosh 1992, Russell 1992). The positive view is that 

remittances help to sustain a country and aileviate unemployment. The opposing view is 



that heavy reliance on remittance payments increases a country's dependency, widens the 

income distribution, and overall offers only a temporary solution to a larger problem, that 

of unemployment and poverty. 1 will first outline the benefits of migration and remittance 

payments, and then offer a more critical analysis. 

Remittances remain the largest contribution of Caribbean migration, "From the 

earliest phase, emigrants have sent back cash remittances to support and educate children, 

maintain dependent relatives, and improve housing conditions" (Blackrnan L985:267-8). 

Richardson also supports the view that remittances provide vital support for families at 

home (1983:26). 

The Caribbean people who have ernigrated to Europe and North America have in 

most cases, maintained ties with farniIy Ieft at home. It appears to be a matter of routine 

that money is sent home to heIp sustain these families, and ofien migrants who know they 

will return invest in land or housing before they return (Beckford and Witter 198053, 

Blackman 1985, Richardson 1992). Increased investment in property, housing, and other 

material goods tends to stimulate the econorny. Prestige is also associated with earning 

foreign wages, as Richardson (1983:26) writes, individuals improve their social standings 

at home with increased resounies, investments, and business ventures. 

It is obvious that international migrant labour helps to alleviate unemployment in 

Jarnaica. As Panton ( 1993: 106) writes, emigration and employment to the United States 

acts as an important safety valve for Jamaicans. Beckford and Witter (198053) go beyond 

the conclusion that migration is merely a 'safety valve' for problems of unemployment. 

The authors write that migration is an escape from poverty, it is a form of resistance and 



a response to oppression. 

The following authors were much more criticai of the value of remittance 

payments. Russell (1992:269) writes that migration and therefore remittance payments are 

volatile, if a country depends upon this income and somehow the migration route is no 

longer avaiiable, the dependent country w ü i  suffer. Developing countries do rely heavily 

on remittances fiom migrants in more developed countries, as a substantial arnount of 

foreign currency transferred from the North to the South is in the form of remittance 

payments (Russell 1992). 

Ghosh (1992) uses the term 'asymmetric development approach' to describe the 

negative aspects of migration and remittances. This approach suggests that often 

remittance payments are not put into the economy for development purposes. Without 

investing wages, the worker will in fact become dependent on this source of income. To 

further complicate matters Ghosh (1992:424) writes that only certain sectors of the 

population benefit from migration opportunities, often the skilled or educated classes, 

therefore creating or maintaining income disparïties within the country. 

Griffith (1986) looks at the money lamaican migrants make in farm work in the 

U.S. and has corne to the conclusion that this money does not contribute to long-term 

economic development but instead is put towards maintaining a certain standard of living. 

Money earned is often spent on consumer goods, rather than invested, and the material 

goods attainable in the U.S. are in fact, a draw for migrants to enter the program (Griffith 

1986: 887-888). 

Most of the Jamaican migrants on the temporary labour program in the U.S. are 



from the Jamaican peasantry (small rurai producers of agriculture and petty commodities) 

(Grifith 1986). It is because they are peasants, Griffith argues, that they can leave their 

home and job for periods of time to h m e s t  crops in the U.S. Also because they are 

peasmts (and have sornething to f d  back on) they can survive year to year on this 

temporary waged work Peasant households c m  absorb these workers in times of 

unemployment and raise and train hiture labourers (Griffith 1986). 

A m e r  cost of migration is the possible disruption in the farnily that occurs 

when one individual, often the male head of the household, leaves the country for 

extended penods of time (McKee and TisdelI 1988). The fact that often the young and 

strong depart to work overseas, leaves those too old or too young to work, therefore 

dependent on someone else (Pastor 1985a:414). Typically, it is the femde head of the 

household who is responsible for these dependents, creating for her extra work and 

responsibility. Potts (1990) writes that women's roles in the migration literature are 

seldom discussed. Their workload is often increased and they have had to produce the 

means of subsistence. "Women were thus more important to the world market for labour 

power as producers and reproducers of labour power than through their incorporation into 

capitaiist commodity production" (Potts 1990:215). This is possibly part of the reason that 

the migrant workers on this labour prograrn are predominately male. 

Additionaily, migrants often have to endure discrimination and poor working 

conditions in the receiving country. The situation in the United Kingdom was particularly 

hostile for Caribbean migrants. Labour conditions in Costa Rica and on the Panama Canal 

were terrible, to the extent that Lves were lost (Ferguson 1990, Richardson 1992). 



Migrants from the South moving to work in the North creates the potential for a situation 

of exploitation as the migrants have less power due to their relative poverty. 

Perhaps the most important conclusion from this section is migration is not a 

viabIe solution that will result in long term development. Vast out-migration is a 

reflection of the deeper problems in Jamaican society. High unemployment rates, an 

inadequate skilled or educated class, and Little investrnent are all problems associated with 

Jamaica. Migration is a survival response to these problems, but it is not a cure. However, 

upon saying that 1 must qualify that until Jamaica can alleviate some of the 

unemployment and underemployment in the country, migration, either temporary or 

permanent offers an important safety valve for the people of Jamaica- 



TaEORY AND TEiE INDLMDUAL 

THE SOCIAL DIMENSIONS OF A MIGRANT'S EXPERIENCE 

Describing the social aspects of a migrant labourer in theoretical terrns was 

somewhat of a challenge. The existing literature does not fully describe the sociai 

conditions of migrants from their individuai perspectives. This is largely because there 

is very little research thac has been done on migration from a subjective point of view - 

the perspective of the migrants themselves- The research that has explored migrmts' 

personal experiences is not overly theoretical (this includes Cecil and Ebanks 1991, 

Friedland and Nelkin 1971). The research done by Friedland and Nekin is a wonderful 

description of seasonai migrant Iabour in the United States based upon participant 

observations by sixteen university students who became migants and joined the migrant 

labour camps for severai weeks, UnfortunateIy, despite it being an interesting insight into 

the world of a migrant labourer in the United States, it is not a theoretical piece. The 

foiiowing theoretical description in this paper will then necessady draw from a wide 

range of literature, some of it directly relevant to the topic at hand, while others having 

related aspects that will be used to illuminate certain dimensions of migrants' social 

experience. 

The importance of exploring the social situation of migrant labourers was to get 

a sense of the amount of freedom they had while in Ontario. It was important to establish 

whether their "free" time was controlled, but as well, it is important to determine what 

sort of sociai conditions migrants experienced while in Canada. in an effort to obtain a 

better sense of their everyday reality in the migrant labour program. 



Cecil and Ebanks (1991) discuss this migrant labour program in Southwestern 

Ontario as being derived from the plantation system, and the authors draw parailels 

between the structures of both. The authors claim that both system operate under a 

paternalistic authority figure - either the white planter elite or the white Ontario farmer. 

Deviations from the plantation mode1 are also apparent As these authors are quick to 

point out the social and cultural system provided by the plantation system is not present 

in the contemporary migrant labour program. Additiondy, the migrant labourers receive 

wages, contrary to the traditional plantation system. 

This article by Cecil and Ebanks (1991) provides an overview of the reality of 

migrant workers while they are working in Ontario. The information in this article is 

based upon a study of interviews with 300 migrant labourers and 25 farmers in 

Southwestern Ontario (one of the few studies interviewing this migrant labour group). The 

researchers explore the working and living conditions of the migrants. They clairn the 

working conditions have a nurnber of "protective" or "paternalistic" featuces that are in 

the interests of both the farmers and the workers. The living conditions are sumrnarized 

as being adequate and functional, the farmer providing the housing separate from the 

farnily's accommodation, and the workers living in relative autonomy. 

Isolation 

My generai sense before interviewing the migrant workers was that they would 

feel fairly ostracized in the smail towns of Ontario where they make weekly visits to do 

their shopping. Particularly since having been in rural Jamaica where people appeared to 



be especially vocal and social - and everyone's personai business was in fact comrnunity 

business, the lack of integration of migrants in Ontario wouid be noticeable to them. 

Since 1 did not speak to the local people in Ontario about their impressions of the 

presence of the migrant labour force, 1 wïli draw upon an interesthg study done by 

Barrett (1994). This anthropologist did research in a rural Ontario cornrnunity to 

determine how locals accepted newcomers, particuiarly ethnic minonties, into the 

community. Barrett discovered that the natives were likely to display ethnocentnc 

attitudes towards the ethnic rninorities. Ethnocentrism reflects a lack of understanding or 

appreciation of mother's culture, rather than a hatred or superior ranking of one's group 

or culture that racisrn ofien includes. 1 suspect that ethnocentrism (rather than racism) is 

at work in many of these small rurai towns where visible minonty migrants find 

themselves on 'town night'. However, whether ethnocentrism or racism it is apparent that 

migrants have not been accepted into the larger communities in which they work and live. 

Granted, migrants are not present throughout the entire year, but many of them have k e n  

returning to the same f m s  and the sarne towns for years. even decades, and corne to 

know the shop keepers and bank clerks. 

Cecil and Ebanks (1991) present a similar picture. They establish that the human 

condition of the West Indian migrant labour is a function of the conditions imposed on 

them by the people in rural communities where the migrants work and live temporarily. 

Cecil and Ebanks present a picture of the migrant's world as one of isolation while in 

Canada as the local population refuses to accept the migrants as part of their community. 

"The surrounding communities, belonging to the greater Canadian realm, which purports 



to be multicultural, make no speciai effort, and establish no speciai services to welcome 

these guests that appear annually in their midst" (Cecil and Ebanks 1991). 

The rnajority of the above article is taken up with describing the human condition 

of these West Indian migrants while in Ontario. The main conclusions that Cecil and 

Ebanks (1991) came to are as follows. The migrant workers are not integrated into the 

rural cornrnunities of Southwestern Ontario, rather they are viewed with hostility, fear or 

indifference. Instead the migrants must rely on other West Indian migrants for social 

interaction. As the authors state: 

The human condition is not bad, but the workers' total humanity is not expressed 
in Ontario. At this time, the social aspect of their lives can oniy be fulfilled, 
unfortunately, in the spaces, and within the socio-cultural warmth of their home 
islands. Ontario offers a peaceful, reasonably decent working environment with 
economic opportunities but, even after more than twenty years, the workers are 
collectively strangers in a land where many spend a good part of their lives. (Cecil 
and Ebanks 199 l:4 10) 

The Relationship With the Employer 

Another important aspect of the social situation of migrants impacting upon their 

personal freedom, is the relationship they have with their employers. Wall (1992) and 

Cecil and Ebanks (1991) write that this relationship often is patemaiistic in nature, 

something Wall (1992) calls personal labour relations. Wall writes that personal labour 

relations have lessened the iikelihood of workers, particularly nonresidents and ethnic 

rninorities, from exerting control over their situation. 

In cultivating personal labour relations Wall (1992:268) writes that housing 

provided for by the employer is an important means of control for the employer. WaiL 



researched labour in the tomato industry in Southern Ontario, and the main labour group 

was Mexican Mennonites who are dBerent from the Caribbean and Mexican workers in 

that they are free labourers. They are free in the sense that they are not on a contract and 

may change employers of their own free will, as  the market aiiows. (Some Mexican 

Mennonites are illegal immigrants, these individuais have less freedom and no legal or 

political rights.) However, for purposes of this paper, Waii includes Caribbean offshore 

workers in her analysis of the housing situation for nonresidents. Wall ( 1992:268) writes 

that labour groups who Live in a dwelüng owned by their employer are limited in their 

freedom because the employer knows what their actions are, and has the power to evict 

(and according to Waii sometimes uses this threat) if the individuals are not doing their 

jobs properly. With the Caribbean migrants, eviction is not a threat because the farmer 

has no choice but IO house the migrants. instead of eviction, the worker faces the threat 

of being sent home if there is a major problem. 

Wall (1992268) writes that living in housing provided for by the employer, 

workers are more likely to establish these personai labour relations. Often the migrant 

workers rely upon their employer for services outside the normal employee-employer 

relationship (such as transportation, filling out government forms). Formally (although not 

always strictly enforced), the migrants are not to leave the farm without permission from 

their employer, as according to the contract f m e r s  are responsible for their workers' 

safety both d u ~ g  and after work. (This is what Wall writes in a footnote, and the 

farmers 1 spoke to confïrmed it). According to the contract, if a worker dies during hisher 

terrn of employment, the employer is financiaily responsible for the burial cos& (ive. 



sending the body back to Jamaica). 

Following from Wail it is necessary to explore this concept of paternalism in 

greater detail. Newby et  ai (1978) did research on Farmers and farm workers in Engiand. 

They argued that traditional authority relationships are paternalistic in nature when there 

is a need to justiQ a power difference between individuais or groups. This is to Say, 

paternalism legitimhes the power of the farmer over the worker. "Patemalism is therefore 

a method by which class relationships become defined, and grows out of the necessity to 

stabilize and hence moraliy justify a fundarnentaily inegalitarïan system" (Newby et ai 

L978: 28-29). Patemalistic relations are often contradicting, these authors suggest the 

foUowing contradictions: 'autocracy and obligation', 'cruelty and kindness', 'exploitation 

and protection' (Newby et ai 1978:29). 

Such paternalistic relations develop with close personal ties. Newby et ai (1978) 

question whether or not ail farmers are involved in patemaüstic relationships with their 

employers on contemporary farms. Because the farm is becoming more business-like and 

less farnily oriented, it may be deduced that the relationships between employee and 

employer are becorning more business-like as well (Newby et ai 1978:30). 

Newby (1977) discusses the issue of housing provided for by employers in 

England, something cailed 'tied cottages'. Tied cottages are often part of the tems of 

employment that farmers use to attract agricultural workers who pay very little if any rent, 

and in exchange must work for that particular farmer. Farmers benefit from this 

arrangement as basically the worker is on cal1 at al1 hours, which may be particularly 

important on a farm with livestock (Newby 1977: 18 1). 



Those against the existence of tied cottages in England, largely the agricultunl 

made union, argue that this type of housing ties workers to the land making them 

dependent upon the farmer, who in tum has a great deal of power with threat of eviction. 

As weil, the worker and the famiiy have littie privacy and leisure tirne is restricted. 

Newby (1977) argues that the tied cottage debate is a heated one because of the presence 

of close personal relationships that naturally emerge in such a farm work setting. The 

lines become blurred between work and personal lives when people work together, Iive 

in close proximity, and the families of the employer and employee know each other. Here 

Newby (1977:201) creates a picture of traditionalism where dependency and 'personal, 

pervasive relationships' are cultivated between a worker (staying in a tied cottage) and 

the employer. This relationship may lead to traditional authority (see description from 

Weber below). "Even when farm workers do not identify with this traditional authority, 

their powerlessness is such that they will have little option other than to abide by it" 

(Newby 1977:202). 

Weber's definition of traditional authority is that domination is legitimate based 

on the belief that what has dways happened should continue to happen, in other words 

custom prevails. The most important domination is patriarchalism which is the authority 

of the male head of household, "...the rule of the master and patron over bondsmen, serfs, 

freed men; of the lord over the domestic servants and household officiais, ..." (Weber 

1963:296). Wall (1992) writes in a footnote that according to Weber (and M m )  legal 

rights to labour power belonged to others such as masters and manor lords in non- 

capitalist modes of production (in a capitalist mode the labour power belongs to the fme 



labourer). These master and manor lords that Wall is refemng to represent forms of 

traditionai authority. Such d e  is irrational according to Weber because it is based upon 

personal relations rather than hnctional relations. Obedience is unquestioningly given to 

the authority figure, not because of any rational set of d e s ,  but because of an irrationai 

loyalty of the subordinate to the patriarch (Parkin 1988). The patriarch then, d e s  with 

discretionary and arbitrary powers often based on custom and not necessdy conforming 

to laws (Parkin 1988:80). 

Rules based upon impersonal and functionai relations is legal authority. Legai 

authonty is created through rational laws. n o m ,  and could be in the form of labour Iaws 

or a contract (Weber 1963). What is of interest here is Weber points out that authonty 

or domination could have both rational and irmtional traits. 1 propose that the offshore 

labour program is based upon both rational and irrational forms of authority. The prograrn 

is rational in the sense that it is consolidated with a detailed contract outiining conditions 

of employment. minimum wage. and obligations of both employer and employee. On the 

other hand the irrationai authority is the relationship that many of the migrants have with 

their employen, that of a close and personal nature. Cecil and Ebanlcs ( 199 1:39 1) state, 

"[nlaturally, such relationships are a hinction of the personaiities of the individuals 

involved". 

In Kleinig's (1983) discussion of patemalisrn, the argument is based upon liberal 

philosophy, dnwing heavily upon J.S. Mili. Patemalism thrived in earlier centuries where 

people saw themselves in predetennined roles, in subordination to the ail-powerful 

patriarch. It was not until iiberal society emerged and individuals were regarded as 



'rational' beings rather than 'relational'. Patemalism then, is a relationship that is familiai 

in character. The paternalistic actor is an individuai who believes that he/she knows what 

is best for the other (the one being acted upon). Such a relationship is often insulting to 

an adult because they are not respected as a capable being, they are treated more as a 

child (Kleinig 1983: 3-4). 

In conclusion to the theoretical mode1 it is important to emphasize that it is a tool 

to put into context the data that 1 wiii present later in the paper. The information on the 

state and the information on the economics of Jamaica represent structural level andysis, 

whereas the theones on the social situation of migrants while in Ontario operate at a more 

individual level, aithough still theoretical. 



PART TWO 

PRACTICAL ORIENTATIONS: THE VOICE AND INTERPRETING THE VOICE 

The following chapters are a very important part of the thesis as 1 am arguing the 

need for subjectivity in studies of migration. Parc One has represented my orientations of 

the migrant labour program drawing from the literature, now 1 will report on what was 

said to me by the migrants. In Part Two 1 wiii attempt to interpret and anaiyze how these 

people made sense of their situation by using the theory from Part One. 

Wherever practicai and possible 1 have left these men's words in ttieir original 

form, aithough 1 have separated each individual interview into themes so as to provide 

some sort of continuity for the reader and for myself. 1 tend to agree witti Barrett 

(1996:233) who suggests combining the data and anaiysis sections together, as even in 

the presentation of data there is interpretation. 1 fmt  discuss methodology and related 

issues in chapter four. in the following chapters my observations are presented first and - 



then 1 bring in certain aspects of the theory and attempt to apply the theory to the 

migrants' words. The organization is as foilows: chapter five discusses the state. and what 

impact the state has on the migrant worken' experiences including descriptions of 

working and Living conditions. Chapter six presents the migrants' views of their social 

lives and freedoms while in Ontario. Chapter seven discusses the migrants' perspectives 

of their econornic situation, and the final chapter is a concluding one. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

METEIODOLOGY AND THE FIELD WORK EXPERIENCE 

GOALS 

One of my main goals for this project was to act as a "voice" for Jamaican 

migrant workers, as their voice is largely absent in the Literature on temporary migration 

to Canada. As 1 re-read through the post-modern and feminist anthropology on 

methoddogy 1 realize that 1 have been ambitious. There is a great ded of criticism from 

anthropologists such as Abu-Lughod as to whether or not one can speak for anothcr, or 

as she says 'the other'. Abu-Lughod (1991) argues that 'letting the other speak' has not 

eiirninated the power difference between researcher and researched as the researcher 

controls the writing and interpretation. 1 have tried to avoid speaking for the Jamaican 

migrants. instead 1 provide direct quotes of what was said to me, wherever practical and 

possible. 1 believe there is a definite need in the literature on migration for individual 

experience or subjectivity, and have therefore risked the criticism of speaking for another. 



Particularly in the case of the Jmaican temporary migrants to Ontario, I believe that these 

men are not in a position to fully express their criticisms of this program, for fear of 

losing their jobs. Perhaps 1 have provided at least one vehicle to express opinion. 

My methodology has been inlluenced by both postmodernist and feminist 

ethnography . Postrnodernists assert that an ethnography has many authors, the authority 

of the researcher is chaiienged and such authonty should be avoided (Bmett 1996: 15 l- 

2). Feminist researchers prefer qualitative methods and dso attempt to retreat from the 

power and authority of the traditional researcher - subject relationship. ïnstead they aim 

for a dialogue or exchange (Barrett 1996: 164). One particular book that has influenced 

my work is 1. Rigoberta Menchu, edited by Elisabeth Burgos-Debray (1984). Burgos- 

Debray took the role of listener and recorder for a Guatemalan indian woman, Rigoberta 

Menchu. Burgos-Debray transcnid the interviews as a monologue and presented herself 

as an editor. I have aspired to follow this technique, however I will comment below on 

some of the difficulties I had- 

A concern at every stage of my research has been the issue of a power differentid 

between researcher and researched. This power differential was compounded by the racid 

politics prevdent in Jarnaica. The interviewees are black and 1 am white, something that 

1 was continually reminded of by the Jamaican people. in some cases my identity was 

mistaken for a government agent, either coming to check up on individuai workers, or 

recruiting workers for employment. The implication of this distrust on the part of the 

migrants is that they were perhaps more cautious of what they said to me and perhaps 

less critical of the program. On the other hand, the migrants' endorsement of the program 



(even if it is done out of fear of reprisal) iliustrates the importance that these people place 

on this labour opportunity. 1 am not sure that 1 could have avoided this power difierential 

unless 1 spent several months with these people to gain their trust. 1 dealt with the 

situation by explainhg my research, and describing my personal experience working in 

farm work with Jamaican migrant workers. 

Having said the above, 1 feel secure in the validity of migrants' responses (even 

if Iess critical) as they correspond to many casual conversations that 1 have had with 

migrants who work on this program. These informal conversations have occurred over the 

years, sometimes over a few drinks where we sat and taked as equals (hence, no power 

differential. instead there was a certain tevel of trust between us). 

In the course of the fieldwork 1 stnictured the interviews with questions and 

occasionally prompted individuals if they were unclear what 1 was asking, possibly taking 

away from the2 'voice' (please see Appendix D for my outiine of interview questions). 

My questions and prompts, however, have been inforrned through numerous discussions 

with the migrants 1 worked with, people 1 visited in Jamaica during the fmt  trip, 

observing relationships on the farm, and talking with f m e r s  and coworkers who work 

w ith offshore migrants. 

In my modest attempt to provide these workers with a voice, 1 have Ieft the 

interviews in their original fom, with Jamaican slang and colloquialisms. I believe that 

transcnbing the interview word for word has allowed for a certain authenticity to the 

observations, having the reader read the words as 1 heard them. Ail of the workers spoke 

to me in English (as opposed to Jamaican patois, the diaIect they use amongst 



thernselves). Their accent was ciifficuit at times, however my knowledge of Jamaican 

"tdk" has corne from three summers working with these men, as well as a two week visit 

to their country in 1995. 

T m  RESEARCH DESIGN 

I chose to research Jamaican offshore labour in Ontario for several reasons. Firstly, 

the Jamaican pro- is the Iargest of the Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program. 

employing around 4500 Jamaicans annualiy, (The next largest program is the Mexican 

one.) As weM, Jamaica was the fmt country to enter into the contract with Canada in 

1966. Finaily, and probably the most important reason 1 chose the Jamaican program is 

because of my personal relationships with a few Jamaican migrants. 

My research actually started in December of 1995 and January of 1996 when I 

spent two weeks in Jamaica with a girffkiend, who was aiso a CO-worker on the farm and 

the daughter of my employers. It was during this first trip to Jamaica that 1 became used 

to the transportation and communication of the island, the Lingo, and overali tone of rural 

life in Jamaica (which in many respects is very easy going). It was while visiting 

Jamaican coworkers during this fust trip that I was able to establish contacts with men 

who migrated to Ontario for work. 

I started interviewing f m e r s  in Ontario in late August and early September of 

1996. This was to get a feel for their perspectives of the program, as well as to inspect 

the accommodation of migrants (commonly c d e d  bunkhouses) and speak to migrants 

while they were in Ontario. 1 randomly selected farmers to interview based on a list 



supplied to me by the Jamaican Liaison Service of al1 farmers in the County of 

Haldimand-Norfolk who tùre Jamaicm workers. 1 intewiewed people from ten different 

farrning operations. 1 chose Haldimand-Norfolk because it is my home area, hosts a 

variety of crops, and is an area with a large nwnber of employers of foreign agiculturai 

workers. As well, due to budget limitations interviewing in my home county saved on 

travel costs. Although 1 did take some home addresses of the Jamaicans from the ten 

farms 1 visited, 1 did not end up interviewing or getting in contact with these people once 

1 went to Jamaica. It became clear to me tbat if any of the migrants 1 interviewed wished 

to be critical of the pro-, they would feel less trustful of me keeping their 

confidentiality if 1 knew who they worked for. It is for the sarne reason that 1 did not 

interview any of the people 1 worked with, as not only do 1 have personal ties with these 

people but their employers were my employers and my friends as well. 

1 decided to interview migrants while they were in Jarnaica, rather than in the rural 

communities in Ontario as 1 felt these workers would be more cornfortable and perhaps 

open about their experiences when in their own environment. As well, 1 wanted to see 

how these people lived, to get a sense of their lives in Jarnaica. 

The research was such that 1 had a few contacts set up before 1 went to Jamaica, 

either through people 1 had met in Ontario or people 1 met in Jamaica the previous winter. 

In an effort to protect the confidentiality of those 1 interviewed, 1 will not divuige any 

more specifics. Once 1 M v e d  in Jamaica finding individuals to interview was much 

easier than 1 had expected. Employing a snowball sampling technique 1 interviewed one 

individuai who referred me to the next individual, and so on. It ended up that word got 



around in the small hamiets where we stopped and at one point 1 had people lined up 

waiting to see me. With this method 1 would interview severai people in that area and 

then move on to the next contact's address, 1 ended up doing interviews with individuais 

from seven different hamlets in five puïshes: St-Catherine, Westmoreland, Manchester, 

Clarendon, St-Elizabeth (see AppendUc E for a map of the island). 

in one area we travelled to 1 did not have a contact set up. But after a day and 

talking with some of the Locals 1 had my contact and ended up doing four interviews in 

this area. It appears that partiy because the communities are so srnail and closely knit, and 

partly because those who travel to Canada on the fm work program are well known 

(possibly cany a certain stanis or prestige), these men were not difficult to locate. Instead 

it was the wornen who were dificult to locate. The women who migrate to Ontario on 

this program make up fewer thm 2% of the total number of workers according to the 

Jarnaican Liaison Service. Due to my iimited stay in Jamaica (only three weeks the 

second visit) 1 did not have the time to track them down. 

1 ended up doing thirty interviews with Jamaican migrants, employing in-depth 

interviewing (see Appendix D for the interview outline). The sample consists of thirty 

male migrant workers who worked al1 over Ontario. These men ranged in age from 27 

to 54 years, the average age being around 40 years old. Most of those interviewed had 

completed prirnary education and two migrants reported k i n g  in school until they were 

L8 years old. 1 had gone to Jarnaica with the intention of seeking out a percentage of 

individuals according to commodity. For exarnple, workers in apples makes up 18% of 

the workers on this program, therefore, 1 attempted to have 18% of my sample as  apple 



workers so that 1 wodd be covering the commodity groups as represented. The numbers 

tumed out close to this, although probably more by chance than my manipulations (see 

Appendix B for a break down of number of workers by commodity, and a break down 

of those interviewed by commodity). 

With respect to employment in Jamaica, nineteen workers were either involved in 

smail-scaie farming or the ffihing industry, two were seasonal farm workers in Jamaica, 

one drove taxi, one in the tourist indusay, two where involved in some type of trade, and 

five had either sporadic work or no employment. 

The generalizabiLity of the findings to the larger population of Jarnaican migrants 

was not a concern in this research, as it represents one of the few subjective studies done 

on this particu1a.r migrant labour program in Ontario. In this sense then, the research is 

exploratory, an attempt to discover what the crucial issues are for migrant workers and 

how they have defmed their migrant work situation. The findings have been manged into 

the themes that 1 have interpreted as important aspects of these people's lives. reiating to 

their migratory work experience- 

GAINING ACCESS 

As 1 have aiready mentioned above it was not difficult to find migrants in the 

community. Once having met the interviewee 1 obtained permission From him to tape the 

interview. Most of the people appeared to feel cornfortable with this, particularly after E 

explained that 1 was not linking their name with the tape, and it saved me from taking 

notes. Only four of the h t y  interviews were not taped. What seemed to be a greater 



deterrent was asking these individuais to sign a consent form. After having explauied my 

research intentions, describing who would read the finished report, and promising 

confidentiality, 1 would then ask for a signature. It is not surprishg that 1 was met with 

suspicion. A consent form is requested by the University to both protect the Uitenriewee 

(making certain helshe was M y  informed about the research) and to protect the 

University. At any rate asking for a signature made many of the respondents tense and 

suspicious. 

As aiready alluded to, the best way that I found to gain access was to emphasize 

my student status, and my ties with other Iarnaican migrants. Some of these men had 

worked with Canadian students before and undeatood the idea of a research project. 

PRACTICAL, CHALLENGES IN THE FIELD WORK SETTING 

My sister travelled to Jarnaica with me the second visit. 1 cannot emphasize 

enough what a relief it was to have her dong. Most people in the rural areas treated us 

with respect and we were given some wondeh i  hospitality, of which 1 am very grateful. 

However, it is not hard to imagine that two Young, white women travelling alone in a 

predominately black countryside would attract a great deal of attention - more attention 

than we were comfortable with (panicularly when Iamaican people were continualiy 

warning us to be careful). Without my sister 1 would not have travelled Like we did, 

renting a vehicle and navigating through difficult terrain. The rural roads were 

characterized by potholes, nmow paths, washouts, with few road signs to guide the way. 

As well, we were faced with the challenge of driving on the left-hand side (opposite to 



what 1 am used to), and meeting up with aggressive drivers. 

Another challenge was accommodation. It was often dificult to fmd a guesthouse 

in the remote areas we were t ravehg (not many tourist guides cover the interior of 

Jamaica) and we tned to avoid traveiiing too far d e r  nightfail, which was around 6:30 

pm. We found accommodation by word of mouth or fnends put us up if we were close 

enough to them. 

Personal safety was another worry that 1 have ailuded to above. Jarnaka has a 

fairly high crime rate and k ing  white, female, and travelling aione we felt vulnerable. 

In the nrral areas we felt sornewhat safer, particularly when we were in the Company of 

a tcusted acquaintance or friend. Overall, the mai Jamaicans received us with respect, 

interest and friendliness. 1 am grateful to al1 who showed us hospitality and kindness. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

TEE STATE AND LIVING AND W O m G  CONDITIONS 

This chapter provides observations as weli as anaiysis of the state and Living and 

working conditions of migrant labourers. The latter two categories faIl into this chapter 

a s  it is the state, to a certain extent, that structures these aspects of a migrant's experience 

in Ontario agriculture. 

THE STATE 

The Liaison Onicer 

It is part of the agreement between the Canadian Govemment and the Jamaican 

Govemment that one or more agents from Jamaica are to be appointed to work in Canada. 

The agents (liaison officers) are to ensure the program functions smoothly for both 

employers and employees. As well the liaison officers are to provide Canadian officids 

with information on worker arrivais, repatriation, worker transfers, persons absent without 



leave, and medical health information of workers #rom the "Memorandum of 

Understanding", 1995). There are currently six liaison officers for the Jarnaican program. 

They are Jarnaicans who live in Canada with their families, dthough they must go back 

to Jamaica for recruitment periodically. The Jamaican Liaison Office is in North York, 

Ontario. 

When questioned about the liaison oficers, almost ai l  of the migrants agreed that 

these individuals were tnistworthy, that is to say if a problem arose the migrant would 

not be rifraid to c d  their liaison officer. However, the migrants made it cIear that if there 

was a problem, caüing the Liaison officer wodd be a last resort. A number of the men 

intemiewed made it clear that they did not have problem. therefore they had never had 

the need to call. 1 asked the foliowing worker if he would c d  the Iiaison officer if he had 

a problem. "Yeah, can cd1 him. Weii, me don? really have no problern, so me donTt cd1 

dem. Well, if me have a problem, me can deal wid de case." 1 then asked the worker 

what sort of problem would he take to a liaison officer? "Alright, it problem Iike dis, we 

get a little paper, if no c m  read or write, no problem dere is a liaison officer who can 

read it and Say exactly what on it." 

1 asked this migrant what the liaison officers did, "Well. dey come by de camp 

and check out if we ok, you know. If de workin' is goin' on good and so. If we have any 

problem can c d  dem. [We don't c d ]  because we don't have any problem. Tings run 

smooth." 1 then asked this man for what sort of problem would he call the liaison oificer. 

It depends on what happen, you know. It wouid be something have to happen for 
you to call dem. You have to have good cause to call de liaison officer, you have 
to. You don't cal1 him for no reason, unless he have to come around and give us 
a check. Regularly he check de camp, you know and he find out from us if 



everting alright. 

The following worker also confirmed that he would not bother the liaison officer 

if it was not necessary. "If de probIem is not great, you know you can talk it over. It 

much better dat way, de man don't have to keep on coming di da way. Everybody know 

dere work, everybody know what to do." 

Another worker described the liaison officer's job as such. "He come around, he 

come to make sure we have good batroom, good kitchen, good beds. He come down to 

see what goin' on wid de workers." C then asked this worker if he trusted the liaison 

officer. "Yeah probably because de udder day, udder tirne one of our guys, was havin' 

a problem, he corne down and convince him he shouldn't be like dat." The farmer may 

aIso use the liaison service. "You mean my boss. Yeah, if he got a problern, he can c d .  

If Iike he want us to work early and we don't want to go early, and we try to min his 

crop, he can call hirn." 

One man described the role of the liaison officer as that of lawyer or protector, 

here is what he said: 

If you have a problem, you can caiI him anytime night and day and he corne 
down. If dere's a problem between you and your employer he ded it out and sort 
it out, then if de employer is wrong wid you and he don? call you back because 
of dat, well you contact him [liaison oficer] who send you some place else, if you 
not wrong, you know what 1 mean? ... Don't let him [the farmer] mess up your 
contract. Cause if a guy should go up dere and you don't caii me back, you just 
mess up my contract, and have to start al1 over again, so you have a lawyer dere, 
a protector, understand? See if we don? have dem, tings may get out of hand, like 
I told you before, some people don't like some people, dey just use dem because 
of man power. 

1 asked one migrant if workers were afraid to cal1 the liaison officer because of 

any sort of repercussions. "No, dey're not afraid. It depend on de matter. You seldom call 



dem on a small matter, don't botter wid datï'- He added later, "Dey teii us at de airport 

if we have a problem we c m  c d  dem. No rnatter what it is. But sometirne we don't 

botter wid certain little tings". Another man who had joined us said, 

If you want, you call him and he wiil come and sort dat out, if de boss won? cidl 
you Back on the program], you look iike a sucker because he's wrong wid you 
and you can't even tallc, and he try to have you off de system, dat bullshit. 

This migrant is saying that if a worker has a problem with an employer and the 

liaison officer detennines that it is the employer who is the problem (and the ernployee 

is a good worker), then it is within the liaison officer's power to put the worker with 

another employer- 

The following migrant confirmed that he would trust his liaison officer with a 

problem. He then described the Liaison's role as follows, 

He come around sometime, any problem he come around, like any trouble, any 
fight, or sickness, or so on. Once in awhile, you know, once in awhile he hop 
around, not too regular. Any problem if 1 have, dey is dere, dat's his job, you 
know. Yes, dey cal1 him if any problem, any fight, and if dey want to come home, 
al1 dose tings. 

Here is another description from a different worker. 

If anyting is wrong, he can come in. If anyting is not right, like what you don't 
like, you c m  call de liaison officer, or you can tell de boss or de owner dat you 
have to fix dis. 

I asked the following migrant worker if he tmsted the liaison officer and if he 

would not be airaid of being sent home if he went to them with a problem. 

If 1 have a problem up dere, someting is not right, 1 would call. Pfew, no, i 
wouldn't be afraid. Let me tell you someting, if me up dere right now, if I want 
to come home tomorrow mornin' 1 can cal1 de liaison officer and say 1 want de 
earliest flight to Jamaica. 

Most of the migrants interviewed claimed to have seen the liaison officer at least 



once a season. However, a few men maintained chat they only saw the liaison officer at 

the airport, as there had not been any need to have h e m  come out to the farm. A majority 

of the migrants rnentioned that they had the liaison officer's telephone number posted in 

the bunk house in case they needed to cal "Sometime dey come around and give us a 

check, and our boss too. Well sometime dey don? come, Iike if we don? have any 

problem." 

"He visit each one of us once in awhile to see if everting is ok, to see if de house 

is alright, stuff like dat." 

"Their job is to see that we get proper protection, proper pay, proper house 

facilities, clean building, and dose things ... Dat's right, you can call dem with any 

problem and dey come and sort it out." He dso  said that he did not have to cal1 the 

liaison officer because everything was "quite ok", and he got dong well with his boss. 

1 asked one worker if the Liaison officer visited the farm regularly, "No, no dey 

check on us, lilce when we go, de check us at de airport. And Iike if dere is anyting 

wrong at de camp we just phone dem and dey wiii come." 

"When 1 was dere 1 only saw one tirne. For de six weeks, only one tirne. 1 never 

have any problem and dey said if dere is problems you c m  cdl. Well we didn't have 

any." This worker confirmed that he had the liaison officer's number posted in the 

bunkhouse and he said he would cal1 him if there was any problem. However he added, 

"never have any, though. We get dong wid our boss". 

One individual responded to my questions about the liaison oficer as follows. 

Well, de liaison officer, now, 1 don't hardly see dem. Because we don? have any 
problern like for dem to come around. We only see dem at de airport. IIf you have 



a problem] you can just phone dem-.- if you phone dem, dey will corne. But we 
don't have de problem like to call dem, Because everyting goin' on steady. So we 
don't have to use dem to get into our business dere. Can deal wid de boss and its 
ok. 

Although most of the men questioned did not admit to ever needing to get in 

touch with a Liaison officer, they did have an idea what sort of problems their coworkers 

took to the officers. The most common problem mentioned was a shortage of money, in 

other words k ing  underpaid by their employer. One migrant labourer did mention, 

however, if workers had a hard tùne with their employer, and perhaps the employer was 

not a good person, bey certainly would mention it to the Liaison officers. in this case the 

worker would not be afraid of repercussions in the way of losing his job or being in 

trouble with the Liaison officer or his employer. This is what this man said: 

Good farrner, we have no bad report to give. Bad farmer dey ask us and we will 
tell dem, understand, so dey wil1 keep dere eyes on dem, dey pay stubs and so 
forth because dey shorten people sometimes. But like 1 say, you have good f m e r ,  
you have bad farmer, you have good worker, you have bad worker. So every year 
you go, you have good and bad. If you have a team of guy who good, 1 don't tink 
dey should say it ain't right, If it right, dey should say it is right. if it ain't right, 
it just ain't right, ok? 

Another worker confmed that he would go to the liaison officer with a cornplaint 

about their employer. "Well suppose you and de boss don't get dong, den you cari c d  

him. But dat only if your boss no good, our boss nice." 

This following quote is from a worker who claimed that most people do not c d  

the liaison officers unless they are looking for employment and want to get on this 

program. 

Yeah, he [liaison officer] give us a card and he Say if we have a problem we c m  
call him. You see his phone number on de card ... many people call him when 
most of de guys are not workin'. So dem c d  him to get dem a job ... Well, me no 



get no job. 1 was callin' him, but he no send me back, but lots of guys go back. 

"He [liaison oficer] responsible for us. Dere is six of dem. Six of dem responsible 

for us. We teil dem we want dat futed, we want dis fixed, Like dat." 

Money appeared to be another common problem that a migrant labourer would 

bring up with a liaison ofiicer. There were severd workers who said that if it appeared 

they were short money in theu wages they would c d  their liaison officer. 

Money is a problem, it looked low. It didn't work out. I should make more money 
for de vegetable, more money for de apple. 1 ta& to him [liaison officer] about it 
still. He say I sign a contract for dis. Once 1 seen de work, I tink I should get 
more. Work hard. Lemme tell you someting, de money - too much tax, Canada 
Pension, Unemployrnent, and dose tings, dey charge too much money for dem. 
Then we don't get no money. 

"Well de Liaison officer's job is Wre dis, if you have any problem, you have to call 

de iiaison officer to work something out between de boss, but I didn't have any." 1 then 

asked him what kind of problems would be reported? 

Like you de farm worker say dat 1 de boss donTt treat you nght. Or de money's 
not nght, with dis you cannot cal1 de boss, you cd1 de liaison officer. Or if you 
had a fight between you and your fnends who working together - 1 didn't have 
any so, 1 didn't need any liaison oficer. 

Recruitment 

Recruitment of f m  workers in Iamaica is the responsibility of the Jamaican 

Government. Reports from the men I interviewed varied as to who did the actual field 

recruiting. Some mentioned a friend got them on the program, some said their member 

of parliament, and others said a leader in the cornmunity. These people may in fact be 

one and the same, or possibly the recruitment followed different procedures at different 

points in time. Whoever it was doing the recruiting, the system appears to be the same. 



First the potentiai worker is handed a card which is a pass to see a liaison officer 

stationed in Jamaica to do the prelirninary band test. This hand test is a visual test to 

determine the roughness of the individual's hand. If the han& show evidence of physical 

labour, then the person has passed the test. The prospective migrant then goes home and 

will later be summoned by telegram to go to Kingston to have a medical test. The 

following are personai accounts of how these workers got on the program. 

"Well a friend introduce me to it you know. He sign up my name, an* dey send 

back for us, so we go and do de hand selection. Afia dat we do de physical." 

"Well, 1 get a card. From a offici ai... dey get my name from a lady, a friend of 

mine." 

1 get a card from a lady, she gave me a card, dere was a selection and den 1 go 
from dere. It ail come trough de govemment. 1 go for de interview and 1 go to do 
selection - hand test and stuff iike dat, and den from dere 1 went to Kingston for 
medicai. Everyting was ok so 1 go to Canada. 

"1 just getta card, my I.D. and everyting, 1 go to de place, hand test and everyting, 

register, and go back down here 'til dey send me a telegram to go to Kingston for 

medical." 

"Well, I got a ticket - a farrn ticket from a community leader who give it out, you 

know." 1 asked him if they only give this ticket out to certain people, and what was the 

criteria. "Not al1 the men, they have to see that you are a good worker, and that you 

haven't done any crime, then you will get it." 

"Dey come around Jarnaica. You have to apply for it, do a hand test. And den dey 

have to check your hand and your fingers ... go to Kingston for de medical tests, and wait 

dere for a few days to get results." 1 asked th is  man if they had to pay for this 



thernselves, "No. we don't pay. dat's why 1 tink de govemment take tive percent of whai 

we earn up in Canada." 

The Mi~s t ry  of Labour in Jamaica has a permanent station to do the medicai tests 

of migrants going to Canada Every year the migrants heading up to Canada have to first 

pass their medical test, even if they have been on the program for many years. Conditions 

at this medicd are not ideai. The migrants have to wait in iine sometimes days for theu 

turn, or for the results of the tests. Because most of these men are not well off they end 

up sleeping at the facility on the floor, or the luckier ones have farnily or fnends in 

Kingston with whom they may stay. 

This is how one migrant describes his experience. "Ya, 1 was standing dere for a 

couple of hours, waitin' in the Sun, burnin' for a card 1 get. 1 was standing dere soldiering 

for a few hours." 

A number of the migrant workers spoke about waiting for a few days for the tests 

or the results. 

After dat you get a telegram that takes you to Kingston. Dere you take your 
blood, urine, pressure (blood), and all tings. Wave to wait] usuaily tree days ... we 
have friend up dere where can sleep, and sometime we have to sleep just in de 
roorn. 

Here is another description of the recruitrnent process. 

1 have some card that dey give around in Jamaica. So a lady give me one. 1 go 
to de agrïcuiture house in Mandeville. Dere 1 deai wid de liaison officer. From dat 
now, in Mandeville, 1 go to Hanover Street, and go trough de necessary tests. 
Everyting, from blood, x-ray, your hands too, your feet. Check dat everyting ok 
about you, no scars, if you have a scar like dis one. Dat means you have to strip, 
understand? Den blood, Den x-ray. Every farm worker does it you know, have to 
have a good test. 

1 asked the following migrant why they had to wait for their medical for so long 



in Kingston, 

Because dey have plenty of people to deai wid and it take t h e .  Dey have to test 
your blood, if it good, your peepee, your pressure, your heart, you have to go on 
de x-ray ting to check your chest. Dey make sure dat you have de hedty worker. 
You have to do some tests, and den wait for de result. You c m  stay up dere tree 
days, but sometime you can go back home. Sometime you don't go trough in one 
day because a lotta fann worker from odder part of de country. De corne from ali  
parishes, fourteen parish. From Westmoreland, St. Elizabeth, Manchester, it a big 
program anyhow. It brîng foreign exchauge back to Imaica 

1 asked this migrant if he had to stay over in Kingston for his medical. "Yes, 

everybody just camp at de Ministry of Labour. But you have a rough night, you know, 

everybody have to sleep on de floor." 

1 had spoken to an interesting character near the beginning of my field work. He 

was a Jamaican, probabiy in his late fifties who had lived and worked in England for a 

number of years. He strongly criticized the migrant labour program in Canada, calling it 

slave labour. Even though he was not part of the program, 1 inchde him in this 

description as his viewpoint provides an alternate perspective, one that would not be 

harnpered by fear of reprisai in way of being fmd. The following is a quote from him 

about the medicai in Kingston. 

The Ministry of Labour in Kingston do the medical and the men have to sleep on 
hard floors, sometimes have to wait for w o  days in line. And they do an 
unnecessary rectal exarn. How would you like it in Canada if you had to sleep on 
hard cernent floors? Ok then, it is hurniliating. 

Once a worker was on the program there was a chance that the employer would 

not ask for that specific worker back to his or her place of employment. Thcre are various 

reasons for this and 1 will cover this aspect more thoroughly Iater in the paper. For 

purposes of the state, it is interesting to note that individuals could possibty get back on 



the program by going through the iïaison officer, although 1 met many people who did 

not have success with this. It appeared that there was no real organization in this matter, 

or perhaps 1 was not gening the fW information fiom the men with whom 1 spoke. The 

following is an example of someone who was having dficulty getting back on the 

program. "WeU, me no get no job, 1 was callin' him [liaison oficer], but he no send me 

back, but lots of guys go back. 1 go up to de ministry once dis year take a ticket and 

leave my nurnber. and 1 don? hear noting." 

The above quote raises another issue about the Jamaican governen t  and the 

FARMS program. 1 heard from more than one individual that the workers did not always 

get their telegrarns in time which carried the details of their flight up to Canada. In fact 

some people told me that they made sure they kept in contact with their employer in 

Canada to know when their flight was leaving, because there was a chance they may not 

be forewarned in tirne. As it was the migrants were given sometimes only twenty-four 

hours to be ready and at the airport to fly to Canada. One man described to me how he 

missed his flight and another man took his place at the airport so he lost h i s  opportunity 

to corne to Canada. He blamed this on the jealousy of the mail deliverer who held the 

telegram back until the flight had left. 

LIVING AND WORKING CONDITIONS 

Living Conditions 

Living conditions are controlled to an extent by the Canadian Government. The 

Ministry of Heaith checks each dwelling in Ontario annualiy to ensure the 



accommodations are adequate. The dweilïngs that 1 saw (about ten of them) were clean 

and sparsely himished. Some of the dweilïngs had separate bedrooms, some had shared 

bedrooms, and some had bunks or beds arranged in a communal space. Al1 of the 

dwellings that 1 visited in Canada, as weli as everyone 1 questioned, cIaimed to have a 

television in their dwehng. There was Little cnticism from the workers about their Living 

arrangements, 1 believe that in comparison to the homes in Jamaica, the dwellings in 

Canada are adequate. The homes of migrant labourers in Jamaica were fairly srnall, and 

1 heard of two accounts where the home did not have electricity, and a number of them 

did not have indoor plumbing. 

In generai, migrants had Little or no cornplaints about their living arrangements in 

Canada. The following are a few quotes from the migrant labourers which are typicai of 

most responses to questions about the living conditions in Canada. "Well, de living 

arrangements are airight, you know. We are cornfortable at home anyway we have a nice 

couch, livin' room. De facilities alright." 

"Well, out dere, it not bad - 1 livin' in a bunk more dan one guy and ... what I'm 

sayin' is it no problem. Livin' in dere have no problem." 

"Well de accommodation is good, very good. 1 no complain about dat, you know. 

We have everyting dere for facilities: television, we have two fridge dere, two stove dere. 

Our sleeping accommodation ok" The migrant labourers are responsible for buying their 

own groceries and preparing their own food. This is one of the reasons that many of the 

farmers 1 spoke to preferred the Caribbean offshore labour, as they did not have to 

prepare food for them unlike some Iabour groups hired in the past. Most of the migrants 



1 questioned s h e d  cooking duties, sometimes with the entire gang (in this case always 

a small gang), and sometimes two people would pair up and take turns cooking. Less 

common was a gang where everyone cooked for thernselves. One worker made an 

insightful cornparison of migrant labour to students in Canada. "Maybe two or tree guy 

cook togedder. You know what 1 mean, you go to school up dere, you share everyting." 

One migrant worker rnentioned that it was difficdt to get certain foods in Canada, 

for example he did not like the type of rice available in the grocery stores. In the 

following quote he mentions the peddlers who travel in some areas of Ontario from farm 

to farrn to sel1 their goods to offshore labour. in this case he is speaking of a Jamaican 

individual who caters to the Jamaica migrant labour market. 

You know you have plenty more food out here [Jamaica] dan dere. Normdly 
when we sometime see dis - dere are some people from Samaica livin' in Canada, 
sometime dey go around de farm and dey se11 stuff Iike dat come from Jamaica 
So sometime we get dat. But sometimes we don't get it, so we just have to use 
what we have dere, like potatoes not yams. 

As well, 1 have noticed in stores in the Tillsonburg area that more goods catering 

to the offshore labour have begun to appear in supermarkets For exarnple, Jamaican 

patties are a relatively new item. 

A modem convenience that is present in the living quarters of the migrants is the 

television. Almost every dwelling had one, and many had video cassette recorders (vcr) 

as well. It appeared that in some cases the vcr had to be purchased by one of the workers, 

however the televisions were supplied by the employer. One worker describes the 

television at his lodging, "Sometime the t-v. not wonderful. Him [the employer] say it old. 

No channels. E go to buy one, but de tirne get short." 



The pmence of laundry facilities depended upon the employer. This is what one 

migrant worker said afier stating that they had the use of two washing machines. "Yeah, 

my boss - 1 don't h o w  about odder bosses - he try to make it easier for us- When we 

done de crop and on our way home de boss give us a iittle extra, you know." Another 

man said that he did not have the use of a washing machine so he took his dirty clothes 

to a Iaundry mat, he said this about laundry, "Weii some guy do dere own, some guy go 

to laundry mat. 1 a Iazy, every week 1 go to de laundry mat, mostly we take de company 

vehicle - we have a company vehicle". 

The number of people iiving in a dweiiing varïed with the size of the working 

operation. Of the migrants interviewed, most dweilings housed between five and eight 

men, the range k i n g  two to thirty individuals iiving in the same space. Around one in 

six of the migrants interviewed had separate bedrooms, around half of the migrants asked 

clairned to share a room with one or two other persons, and around one third of the 

migrants shared a communal sleeping space where they had separate bunks or beds. The 

number of individuals living in a dweiiing often varied according to the time of year, for 

exarnple often harvesting time requires more labour and additional migrants are brought 

The following are descriptions from two migrants about their living arrangements. 

Yes, 1 live on de farm, in a bunichouse, tree or two until it cornes time to prime, 
den dere is eight. On de first year we did live wid just a partition between us and 
de boss, we iive in de same building.,. We [the migrants] share de batroom, 
kitchen. You know how we live, us few guys who work together, we cook 
together, we eat together, each man go to de batroom when dey are ready, we 
have separate beds, even if two of us in one room, we have separate beds. We 
have a t.v. 



Here is another account, 

Share a bunkhouse wid eight guys. Share a room, we donTt have bunkbeds. Dere 
is an upstairs and a downstairs, and a big room where you have dis guy here and 
dis guy dere. Two batrooms, we can use de laundry in de boss' house, t.v. and 
video, every little ting. 

Working Conditions 

Working conditions include issues of safety, weather conditions, hours worked per 

day, extent of hard physical labour. There was much agreement arnong those I 

interviewed, that lamaicans did not like working in the cold, and many dso mentioned 

disiike for the rain. There was less consent on hours of work. Many said they prefer Long 

hours because they are in Canada to work. and wanted to do as much as possible in as 

short a time as possible, so they could get home to Jamaica. Other migrants felt that the 

hours were too long. I suspect the number of hours worked wouid Vary by employer, 

although the contract stipulates that the employer had to guarantee the workers a 

minimum of forty hours per week and not less than 240 hours a season. 

There are few worker protections, either for offshore workers or for permanent 

residents. I suggest, however, that a situation of few labour laws is more criticai for 

migrant labourers than for Canadians. Perhaps local help would w d k  away from working 

conditions that are hazardous or unpleasant much sooner than these migrant worken who 

believe they risk being sent home if they are perceived as uncooperative. However, if a 

worker dies on the farm, it is the responsibility of the f m e r  to cover the expenses of 

shipping the body home to larnaica. 

Al1 in di these people work very hard on Ontario farms, nurseries, and processing 



stations. Often the hours are long, usuaiiy seven days a week, working in various weather, 

and possibly sometimes under hazardous conditions. It is perhaps relevant to point out 

here that agricultural workers in general, be they locals or international, are not weil 

protected under labour laws. This is to Say that Canadian agricultural workers work under 

the very same conditions: weather, iong hours, seven day work weeks, etc. 

When describing their working conditions a few workers daimed that the work 

was boring, in the sense of k i n g  repetitive, mindless work. Here are what two individuals 

It bore me you know, but you have to do it, can't dweii, just work and forget 
about it. Have to have time to have a beer, you know. It r e d y  boring to work 
uhm, eight o'clock until sometimes five-tirty, and just one break. A half an hour 
off for break. 

1 then asked this man what he preferred (he had worked at both picking apples and 

prirning tobacco). 

Well really, 1 prefer [tobacco] more dan de apple, you know. Sometime it Iike 
borin', like goin7 out dere and it gettin' hot and you are far away from de kiln 
being full. It borin' but you just work to get al1 of it. You just joke, cheer up de 
people ... Well you know sometimes work is like you have to complain, and de 
next time it is ok. You know when you are comin' to de end of de kiln, it always 
get borin* - you get tired. 

The next migrant 1 asked what he found the hardest part of his job, He said, 

"Well, to me everting dere is hard, mon, very hard. It borin' and hard physical. You have 

to work very hard for de rnoney." 

Out of al1 the migrants 1 interviewed, only four said that the work in Canada is 

not hard work, One man said, "Well 1 didn't really feel it hard work, you know. 1 used 

to it, 1 am definitely a farmer, that's what 1 do. I'm not an office man, so no pretty pin, 



no white shirt (laughs). 1 didn't feel I have to work hard, it come to me very quick." A 

few did not comment on the difficulty of the work, however, sixteen migrant workers said 

they found the work very dïfficult. Here are some examples of how they responded. 

The foIiowing migrant labourer was asked what he thought of the work in Canada, 

and what he found to be the hardest part of his job. 

WeIl, everybody know dat it very rough and cold, but if you want to work, you 
got to work. Dat's it and noting more ... De hardest part of de job - well every job 
is vecy hard. Get up out of bed and go to work, to take de cold and to take de job. 
But no problem, you just workin', just workin' - I no problem, no problem for 
me. 1 don? know about udder guys. 

The foiiowing migrant picked apples. This is an account of his experience in 

picking apples. 

De hardest part is de apple. De weight, hurts (points to his stomach). 1 don't like 
de apples but 1 don't want to lose my job. p e  work] twelve hours a day. Make 
good money. Ya have to do it. You no prefer to do it, but you have to do it. Not 
on any f m ,  some famers give eight hours. We sign a paper that Say we 
supposed to work eight hours a day. If you want extra money, you have to go 
extra t h e .  

1 asked the same man if he had a choice to work these long hours or not, "No, we 

don't have a choice. It don't make sense to not [work] if dere is work to do we just go 

and work." 

His friend, who was also on the program, said, "If you want extra money, you 

have to do extra hours." 

The following are shorter quotes that answer the question about the nature of the 

work, (Le. is the work difficult?). 

"Yes, it is very hard work, but once you kin do it, you know it and it no hard 

agin, you know what your doin', you know." 



"Yeah, it hard work. We get a haif hour lunch tirne." 

"AU of [de job] hard, de hardest part is to corne trough wid de crop, like finish 

it out. Never back down, you know. Like some guys give up on workin' and just go 

straight home." 

Inrerestingly, in answer to the question, " M a t  is the worst part about your work 

in Canada?", fifteen of those interviewed said the worst part about Canada is the cold. 

One migrant said, "It cold where 1 am, mon. It bum like fire it so cold." Another said, 

"Weli Iike wid tobacco, you have to get up in de early mornin' when it is really cold, 

dat's de hardest part of it." 

Working Hours 

Many of the migrants felt that they worked long hours, and many felt this was a 

beneficial thing as they were in Canada to make money. Often workers do not have 

weekends off, particularly in peak harvest season. The following are some comrnents on 

the subject of long hours. 

"Yeah, like sometimes when we just go up for work we used to work seven 'til 

seven, but now we normally work seven 'til six when dere is a lot of work to do." 

One migrant compared his work in Canada to that in Jamaica. He said that the 

work was not necessady more difficult in Canada, just the hours were longer. Here is his 

description of one place where he worked in Canada. "Yeah [long hours], like de last 

camp I go to, I up by four o'clock, and by five, five-tirty into de field." The day ended 

when the tobacco kiIn was full, which this worker claimed was sometimes four o'cIock 



in the afternoon. 

Another migrant who worked at a nursery had very Iong hours, particularly in the 

Sometimes we work to eight o'clock at night, nine o'clock, it a Long time out 
dere. And sometime we work in de min. We start at seven o'clock in de mornin' 
and work until ten o'clock in de evenin' March, April, like early on we have long 
day. 

The following are one migrant's comments on working hours. 

You have different varieties of fruits and vegetables. Some guys get apples, six 
days a week, six and a half, some seven, some non-stop. And den again like 1 
said, some people do overtime work. Like if one man won? go out and do 
overtime work, if dere six man, or eight man, I don? care how much man, the 
whole team have to go. It don't look good if five of us go and one man, he don't 
want to work, he bleachin', you know what 1 mean? So guys get togedder and 
Say, lets go and do de work and get it over wid so we don't have to do it 
tomorrow. If he [the farmer] have tings dat spoil he gonna blame de man who 
don't want to go, so you just have to know how to cooperate. You don't go up 
dere and tell dem you not workin', you gonna quit. We don't go up dere and try 
to control de man and what we want to do, because if you don? want it, don't go 
up dere, 

Work experiences 

This migrant worked in planting and harvesting cucumbers and planting tomatoes. 

Well, de hardest part is to get de pickles. You on your knees, have to pick by 
hand. We get paid by shares, like if de boss get a hundred dollars, dere's seven 
of us pickin' - if he make a hundred dollars, dat's foreign (meaning Canadian 
dollars), Say if he make ten thousand ... But you have to work, though. You have 
to work to make dat money. You have to work on your knees. You in pain you 
still have to go out. Like in cucumbers we work, we work out dere and de boss 
don't come out. [When we are finished picking] if we want we can take it to de 
factory, we can take it so we see what he makes. Yeah, and in de evenin' we have 
a sheet and it show de amount of rnoney he make, we check it up and cut it in 
two, share half between seven of us and half for him. Only problem is sometime 
de heat, in de heat it hard work. It hard, but you have to make up your mind to 
do it. If you want to go home and de boss want you to stay, it ok [meaning you 



wiU stay and work]. 

In this case the employer is paying these men differently than is stipulated in the 

contract. The workers are actualiy gettin a cut of the profit, rather than an hourly wage. 

The worker to whom 1 was speaking felt that this was a better deal for hirnself, and it was 

incentive to work quickly. 

The following includes descriptions by workers about their jobs in Canada The 

fust migrant worked in potatoes. "1 Ioad dem on a scale and unload on a skid. We just 

unload it on a scale, other people in de factory deal wid de scale, den we unload it on a 

skid." I asked this man if it was hard work. "Yeah, you liftin' up a lot, Liftin' a Ioad, 

seven hundred bag we have to unload. We had to work six in the mornin' until six in the 

evenin' and sometimes over time, like &ter supper." 

1 asked the following worker what his work was like in Canada. He worked for 

a tomato cannery. 

Yeah, we peel tornatoes, we peel dem wid a knife, and uh - 1 forgot de word, 
where 1 go sometimes - dey put me in de place with a hose and we take al1 of the 
cardboard off of de cans. We work right beside de chah  line. I like to pack de 
box de best- You see when you peel you need to know, and if 1 have one little cut 
on my hands, my skin goin' to sting and den dey take me to de coffee room for 
a half hour. Now if you are workin' at de cm, you have it better. 

The foliowing is an account of a strategy one employer used to motivate his 

employees to work faster. This is how the migrant worker describes it. 

When we workin' we have to work hard. We have some competition. We line up 
- one, two, tree, four. Everybody want to finish dere row before - a competition. 
De boss he use some strategy. One day he come to me and he Say, I want you to 
keep score. He chose me de foreman, so 1 Say "Why? We not givin' you enough 
work?" and he Say, "yeah, but you need some competition". 1 know dat. 

This following is an account by one migrant about the treatment he received on 



a farm in Ontario. 

De hardest part was de picking, take it out of de field, right? Take it out of de 
field to de kiln yard. Everyting else is ok. De problem was wid de foreman, ... he 
didn't treat our men good. Five brothers owned de farm, not aii of dem [treat us 
bad], well, one of dem, he always come up on my back. He just want us to do 
what he wanted us to do. De men in de field, dey is teachin' me to do what dey 
do, right? Everyting is going al1 right, and one morning de white guy, de bad 
brother he come out to de field, and somehow he break his arm, and dat white 
man he blame it on de coloured man. 

This is a quote about break times: 

Also, we take break at one o'clock, we have until two o'clock- But by one-tirty 
he is back, wanting us to go out to the field. Yeah, we don't make lunch in the 
mornin', don? have the time to do dat  And we can't be a minute over, not a 
minute. 

Injuries 

One migrant worker came to visit me one evening when 1 was staying over night 

in a cornrnunity. He had k e n  up in Canada working when he injured his back on the job. 

He had quite a lengthy account about his injury, however, 1 wiI1 condense this and give 

the basic outline. This man hurt his back during the 1996 season, working in the apple 

orchards. He had worked at the same farm for thirteen years, but his injury may have 

made it impossible for him to work again. He received one compensation cheque, and was 

telling me that he could not live on this as now he cannot work to provide for his family. 

He was a farmer, but his back is in bad condition, and therefore he cannot do the physicai 

labour. 1 asked this man if he oniy received one cheque - he had, and he did not know 

if they wodd send him more. 

Anoeher migrant worker was injured when he was picking appIes and Ce11 off of 



a Iadder. He was out of work for ten days, so the farmer sent him home- He had never 

received any compensation for this, nor was he asked back on the program. (1 mention 

this incident when àiscussing racism.) This migrant worker wanted to get back on the 

program. 1 asked chis man about the famn he worked on, what sort of a place it was to 

work. "Yeah, it a good place to work ... Weii, it no gmd for me, [but] 1 wodd Lice to go 

back, 1 like de work you know. 1 gotta frnd work, you know. For de money, dat's why 

we go." 

MAKING SENSE OF THEORY AND OBSERVATIONS 

The State 

It was a need for labour in the agriculture industry of Ontario, and a supply of 

labour in Jarnaica that prompted the Canadian and Jamaican Govemments to structure this 

particular labour program. The Canadian Goverment, in consultation with the Jamaican 

Government, controls this labour situation by implementing a number of provisions in the 

contract (minimum wage rate, housing inspections, liaison officers) as we1I as defining 

the role of the employer. The state has put the employer in control of the migrant 

workers, making them responsible for the migrant's safety, shelter. and well-being and 

therefore giving the famer a great deai of power and responsibility in the employer- 

employee relationship. The state's role then, has been to both protect and control the 

migrant worker. 

The fist topic discussed under the observations of the state is the liaison officer. 

The liaison officer fits nicely in with the theory that the state acts both to protect and 



control the migrant workers. The purpose of the liaison oficer is to deal with problems 

between employee and employer if there is a discrepancy over wages, if there are 

cornplaints about working conditions or accommodation, if a worker Leaves and does not 

corne back, if a worker wants to go home, or if a farmer wants to send a worker home. 

There are six liaison officers (who are Jarnaican) that operate out of North York, Ontario 

and both home and work telephone nurnbers are given to the migrant workers and posted 

in their accommodation. 

In one sense the Canadian Government has made a provision for a Jamaican 

liaison officer so that the governinent is not involved in these front line labour problems, 

but in another sense the liaison officer is a source of protection for the worker, an 

advocate or Iawyer as one of the men interviewed said. It is important to determine if this 

source of protection is working, because if it is not, the worker is fairly powerless when 

in Ontario (and possibly more open to exploitation). The liaison officer could potentiaily 

be a very crucial tool to argue on behalf of a relatively powerless group. 

Most workers to whom 1 spoke were very quick to say they tnisted their liaison 

officer and would contact him if there was a problem. Almost everyone qualified this 

statement by saying they had never had a problem, so there was no need to cdl. There 

appears to be a certain amount of hesitation or reluctance on the part of the migrants to 

voice a complaint, possibly for fear of king known as a trouble maker or complainer. 1 

believe that an appeal to the liaison oficer is in most cases reserved as a last resort - 

when the migrant cannot resolve the situation and can no longer put up with whatever is 

the trouble. Judging from the responses, being underpaid by the employer was the most 



common complaint taken to the liaison oEcer. 

Having acknowledged the protective role of the liaison officer, 1 believe he also 

acts to control the migrant workers. Iust the fact that migrants had a certain level of 

hesitation to c d  their liaison officer indicates bis. As well, certain cornrnents came up 

in the interviews that suggested the fiaison officer worked on the farmer's behaif as well 

as the workers. The farmers to whom I spoke also indicated this - if they had a problem 

with a worker (such as he was ~fus ing  to work) they would cal1 the liaison officer who 

would corne down and talk to the worker and inevitably clear the issue up. It makes sense 

that the liaison officers respond to farmers. They recognise that the smooth functioning 

and therefore continuation of the program depends, to a large extent, upon the 

complacency and hard work of the migrants. if there are too many complaints, too many 

cases of AWOL, farmers may no longer want Jarnaican help, and to fil1 the gap workers 

are available from Mexico and other Caribbean islands. 

Another issue with the state concems the concept of unfreedom in the literature. 

Migrants may not choose their employer nor freeIy switch employers (which is partly why 

the liaison officer's role is so important). If a situation is particularly bad, either 

relationship between worker and employer is poor or working conditions are dangerous, 

the employee cannot quit and try to get work elsewhere. If migrants quit, most likely they 

will be sent home although they could appeai to the liaison officer. Workers did indicate 

to me that they could request a farm change, although 1 did not hear of it happening too 

often - perhaps migrants are afraid of losing their contract to Canada, or perhaps there has 

not been a great need for this. 



Dnwing upon theory, Marx writes that the capitaiîst and the worker meet freely 

in the market to make an equal exchange of labour power for wages. Judging from the 

migrants' interviews 1 have the sense that they feel they have entered into this contract 

freely, and dthough they give up some of their personai freedoms, they believe this is an 

acceptable trade off. These workers are required to give up more than most Canadian 

workers in exchange for employment. Canadian workers may switch employers (as the 

market aiiows) and of course have permanent citizenship and di of the health and social 

welfare benefits that this entails. From the perspective of the migrant, this is stiii an 

acceptabte trade off, as although they give up a bit more than a local Canadian, perhaps 

they stand to gain more. As unemployment, underemployment are chronic problems in 

Jamaica, this migratory labour program offers a temporary release to the population 

pressure (this is discussed in greater detail under the econornic section). 

Another aspect of unfree labour is the restriction of migrants irnrnigrating to 

Canada. Most of the migrants indicated to me that they had no desire to Iive in Canada 

al1 year around. There were, however, enough individuais who indicated interest in 

moving to Canada with their famiiies to be a significant arnount. This aspect of 

unfreedom also ties into the fact that the state plays no role in the reproduction of this 

labour force. Families are not cared for as Canadian families are with health care and 

social welfare as I mentioned above. As well, the migrants are contracted out for their 

labour power but not compensated for their health or care in old age, particularly an issue 

since agricultural labour is very hard physicai work with a history of accidents. In this 

particular migrant labour force (being 98% male), it is women who remain in Jamaica 



who shoulder an extra burden being responsible for the maintenance and renewal of this 

labour force. 

Migrant workers are aware of this inequality. Severai mentioned to me that taxes 

were too hiph and they do not benefit from them. The government responds to this 

complaint of taxes by making the distinction with Employment Insurance, it is the "work 

being done in Canada that is insurable, not the worker (FARMS). One Jamaican made the 

point that he had been working in Canada for nineteen seasons and paying into the 

Canada Pension Plan, and he should be eiigible ro claim it when Lie retires. Another 

comrnon complaint was that wages could be higher, particularly because of the hard 

physical labour the migrants do, as well as the fact that this seasonal employment has to 

last sorne of them for the entire year. 

A final consideration under the state is the role of the Jamaican Government. This 

governrnent is responsibIe for recruitment of the workers and administering the medicai 

exam. It appears that there is a lack of organization in Jamaica that in some ways lends 

to the powerlessness of the migrants. Some people had not received their telegrarns 

sumrnoning them to Canada in the,  so they missed their flight and possibly lost their 

place in the prograrn. Judging from the accounts of those 1 interviewed, once one is off 

the program (for whatever reason) it may be very difficult to get back on. This is another 

example of issues a worker would take to a Liaison officer (who seems to have a role in 

the recruiting process), however, it does not seem to be of great help. There is such a 

high interest in this labour prograrn 1 expect the Jamaican Government can afford to be 

disorganized, because they have a large pool of potential migrants in reserve. 



The contract with the Canadian Govemment supulates that every year each worker 

must cake a medicai test before they corne to Canada. The test itself is both tedious and 

hurniliating. Migrants must travel to Kingston of their own cost, stand in iine for hours, 

sleep over night on a cernent floor to wait for the results. in some ways they are treated 

more like cattle than people- The recruitment poiicy of a hand test is something else bat 

aiiudes to buying livestock, not hiring people for employment. 

In extension to the medicai, if workers have a heaith problem in Canada that was 

apparent before they left Jamaica, tbey would not be treated in Canada, but sent directly 

home. This is another exarnple of the Canadian state ensuring that it does not play a role 

in the maintenance of this labour force. 

Living Conditions 

Accommodation is provided for by the employer and inspected by a representative 

of the Ministry of Health. There were no criticisms of the housing itself (the physical 

structure) as workers appeared to find accommodation acceptable. in many of the 

bunkhouses (as they are often called) migrants had to share bedrooms, possibly there were 

times when tensions were high as happens when many people share the sarne living 

space- However, it appears that this aiso was an acceptable part of the contract - housing 

was free. 

Working Conditions 

The state structures the working conditions by setting a minimum wage rate, 



minimum number of hours to be guaranteed to employees (240 hours), and placing the 

responsibility of the workers' safety in the han& of the employer (if the worker dies, the 

farmer must pay for the body to be shipped home). These are controls that protect the 

worker, however, drawing upon the Iiterature the state has traditionally protected the 

employer more than the employee (Parr 1985, Satzewich 1991, Wall 1995). Agricdtural 

work is often physicdly demanding, deding with machinery and chernids are an added 

risk, and unsafe equipment or buildings are potentially hazardous aspects to this type of 

work. In addition. often work entails long hours, seven days of the week, particularly if 

threat of frost or rain is present. The pay is comparatively low and there are fewer labour 

laws to protect the worker (than you would find in an industrial work setting). 

Parr (1985) had attributed the farm labour shortage to the poor working conditions 

and poor pay in agriculture labour in Ontario. Farmers, to whom 1 spoke, attribute the 

labour shortage to lazy Canadians who can faIl back on employment insurance and 

welfare. Either way one looks at the situation, Jarnaica supplies a willing and reliable 

labour force who will work under these conditions. 

Farmers feel constrained by Canada's cheap food poIicy as farmers compete with 

growers in the United States and Mexico. FARMS (1995) writes that Canadian consumers 

buy produce from Mexico, handled by Mexican workers, consumers buy produce from 

the U.S. handled by Mexican workers, why not buy produce from Canada handled by 

Mexican and Cacïbbean workers. The underlying point here is that Canadian farmers have 

to compete with farmers globaiiy, who have access to a cheap labour supply (Satzewich 

1991), and it becomes difficult when Canadians cannot even harvest their crop because 



of a lack of d i a b l e  labour. 

Wdl(1995a) proposes paying f m  workers more money, suggesting that a ten or 

twenty per cent increase wiil have little impact on the nurnber of farrns operating. Wall 

(1995a) reports from the m o l e  F m  Survey data base that 27.39% of di fanns in 

Ontario have a net income of less than $1.00 and 66% of Ontario farms have net incomes 

below $20,000. 14.45% of fanns have net incomes of over $50,000. By increasing farm 

labour wages, these numbers W U  change slightly, with more fanns in the lower income 

categories. 

Having said this, migrants feel that if possible they should be paid more money. 

Some migrants acknowledged that farmers can only pay so much, as they have to make 

a profit as welI, but most migrants did mention that they work very hard for not a lot of 

money. 

The migrant workers confirmed, for the most part, the hard physical work that Parr 

(1985) descnbes. A common comment was that the work was very boring as well as 

"rough and cold". It was dmost like a rnind game, that the work was so boring but one 

just had to make up their rnind to do it; they are there to work, so they just had to work. 

The Jamaican migrants whom 1 interviewed especially disliked the rain and the cold. 

It was intereshg to discover that many of the migrants preferred the longer hours. 

They wished to work as much as possible while in Ontario and then get themselves home. 

It is almost as though here in Canada is not a part of their real life. The migrants are just 

putting in time to make money so they can get back to their real life in Jarnaica. Since 

Iife is on hold here in Canada, a person may be better able to put up with uncornfortable 



working conditions (rain, cold, long hours) in this mind frime. If this work is like a mind 

game - hot or cold, boring work, physically demanding - these pains have to be blocked 

out and as one migrant said, "It hard, but you have to make up your rnind to do it". 

The heavy physical work takes a toU on the body, particdarly for migrants who 

return for many seasons. The state, however, has taken no responsibility in the long term 

maintenance of these bodies - that is Jamaica's problem. Additiondiy, it appears from the 

interviews that injuries sustained by migrants are not always taken care of by Workrnan's 

Compensation. The injuries are shipped home. 



CHAPTER SIX 

FREEDOM AND SOCIAL LIFE OF MIGRANT WORKERS 

Freedom is discussed in this thesis frorn the perspective of the migrant labourer. 

It is influenced by the state and relations with the employer. I uied to analyze this 

concept of freedom by determining the restrictions placed upon the workers by the state 

(in their contract) and by the individuai farmers. 1 think in this case it is important to 

allow the individual workers to define for themselves their situation of freedom or 

unfreedom. For example. a number of those interviewed indicated that they did not have 

a great deal of free tirne, or freedom to do as they wished, however, they scemed to feel 

this was a fair and acceptable trade off defined by the nature of the contract work. 

FREEDOM 

Migration and Immigration 

The first aspect of freedom that I will look at comes from the concept of 



unfreedom in the literature. Migrants who work on the Sesisonal Agricultural Workers 

Program do not have the opportunity to settie in Canada, their contract specifies the 

length of time they are in the country, and then they are sent home as ssoon as the work 

is finished. 1 asked each worker if they wished to have the opportunity to immigrate to 

Canada to live. Twelve individuals claimed they had no desire to tive in Canada, and six 

expressed an interest in settling in Canada. One problem associated with immigration is 

what has been termed AWOL (a rniiitary acronym: absent without leave). Migrant 

labourers have been known to leave the farm and not corne back, it is believed that they 

rnake their way to Toronto where they are able to get documents iilegally. (This info 

cornes from taiking to farmers.) The AWOL staustics as reported by HRDC are recorded 

in table 2. 

As the table illustrates, the number of AWOL workers has fluctuated a fair bit in 

the past decade. It would be interesting to discover why this is. in 1995 there were 144 

AWOL migrants, 102 of which were Jamaicans. 102 AWOL out of 4592 amvals is 

approximately 2.2%. in 1989 the percentage of Jamaican AWOL workers was 

approxirnately 7.4%. 

One farmer had recently had a worker AWOL, He claimed that the liaison officer 

came down to the fann and spoke to the other migrants privately in the bunkhouse. 

According to a migrant, the liaison officer interrogates them to see if anyone has any 

information about the person who left. Another farmer said chat she heard that the Liaison 

officers know where to look to End these men in Toronto. 



Table 2: AWOL Statistics, 1986 - 1995 

1'- 1 1 1 I 

(Human Resources Development Canada, compiled trom "Year-to-Lhte Reports, 1986- 

The following are quotations ftom migrants who would stay in Canada al1 year. 

This individual claimed he would live in Canada, "Ahh, yeah, but in de town. Where 1 

lived it was borin', borin' to stay in de bunkhouse at night." Out in the countryside, where 

many of these migrants work on farms, they are quite isolated. and there is little 

entertainment, unless one has transportatition to drive to town. 

Many of the migrants Flt that it was too cold to stay in Canada for the winter, but 

those who said they would brave the weather had comments such as this, "Yeah, when 

it too cold you got some clothes to put on." 

The following is a quote from one worker who wished to Live and work in Canada 

al1 year round. This is what his father said, "It ali depend. Suppose his farmer dat he 

YEAR 

1995 

1994 

1993 

1992 

199 1 

1990 

1989 

1988 

1987 

1986 

ARRIVAL 

10 268 

9 924 

10 206 

10 096 

11 086 

11 578 

11 302 

8 047 

5 124 

5 007 

AWOL 

144 

136 

17 1 

128 

222 

359 

43 1 

340 

202 

127 

JAMAICAN 
ARRIVAL 

4 592 

4 319 

4 449 

4 414 

4 878 

5 041 

5 234 

3 870 

3 450 

2 990 

JAMAIC1 
AWOL 

102 

73 

134 

98 

18 1 

274 

386 

28 1 

187 

105 



work wid, Say, I want you to stay wid me. Dat is a way for him to leave de farmin' and 

go and work in Canada." His son had a dflerent idea, he wodd like to work for hirnseif- 

Well, 1 would Wce to Live dere, but 1 donTt have ... you know? It very tough. Yes, 
1 wodd work in Canada, if 1 got de land in Canada, 1 wodd work my tobacco and 
harvest it. Yes, 1 wodd do it. Once I'm workin' for myself still. 1 would do it. 1 
would even plant de tobacco and strip it too, wid my own hands. 1 wouid work 
for myself in Canada, you see de farmin' dere too. 1 know about dat job, 1 used 
to it. and 1 have no problem wid it. 

Many of the migrants 1 spoke to said they would not Live in Canada al1 year 

around because of the cold. "Too cold mon, it too cold. 1 have two datter up dere you 

know? One is a nurse, de odder work, too. One datter in Toronto, and one in Montreal.., 

But it too cold up dere for me, mon." 

Another man said, "Well in surnmer it good, but de winter ... too cold mon, too 

cold." 

His fiiend added, "1 know you don? believe it but most Jamaicans come back 

down here in de winter. Runnin' away from de weatter, January, February. Some of dem 

can't take de indoor life, you know." 

A final quote, "1 don't like Canada, 1 wouldn't live dere because it too cold. 1 

would never Live dere, no, I just want to go and work and come back home, noting 

more." 

One migrant 1 spoke to alluded to the fact that he could have stayed in Canada if 

he wished (Le. AWOL), but he did not have the desire to do so. "1 never had dat feelin'. 

I never have dat on my mind. If I did from de first year 1 go, I have fiiends dere, I could 

run but 1 don't." 



The problem of Traasportation 

A lack of transportation appears to k a large factor limiting a migrant's freedom. 

These workers are often on a fann in the ruraI areas, and cannot get out anywhere. Many 

of them have bicycles and are able to visit friends locaily (usudly other migrants working 

on neighbouring farms). This is how one migrant describes Limits CO his freedom, "...we 

have freedom in a way, but de ody  ting is dat we don? have a frequent ride to take us 

to and frorn de city. You know we can go, we can c d  a cab but it quite a lot of rnoney." 

1 asked one migrant if his employer took him to town every week. "Yeah, he take 

us  to town to get our groceries. And if we want he will tdce us somewhere ... we pay our 

transportation. Two dollars and someting every day we work goes to our transportation." 

This man is saying that it is part of the employer's contract to provide these workers with 

transportation, whether every employer follows through on this remains to be seen. 

The Opportunity to Travel 

Many of the workers 1 interviewed claimed that coming to Canada provided them 

with an opportunity to travel. However, migrants expressed disappointment that once here 

they did not have the opportunity to see much. Here is an example. 

You see in Jarnaica, people who got good jobs, 1 don't tink dey wodd bother wid 
contract. But just because you have ambition, you want sorneting in life, or. .. you 
know what 1 mean, you do it. Dere's lots of us down here who don? really do 
fmnin*, but its just because we want a job, or we want some experience, you 
want to go over dere and see odder places. But when you go over dere, you don? 
go anywhere, you just stay on de farm places. From de f m  to town. 

The migrant worker above is saying that one who works on this program has made 

a choice to go, that person has a certain ambition and not every Jamaican wodd go to 



Canada on a migrant labour contract This exemplifies the self-determination of the 

workers. The worker is also saying that on this program one does not get to see much of 

Canada, although this is one of the reasons people take the contract. 

The foilowing are similar quotations from migrant workers about why they decided 

to come to Canada to work. People claimed the opportunity to travel was the reason they 

carne, atmost as frequently as they said it was for the money (see econornics). 

"Really, w h t  you want is to go out, not even redly work, but you want to go out 

and have some expenence. And you leave here and reach Canada, you go to farm wurk, 

you have to work. Just work, lotta work, just work" 

"WeiI I teil you someting, each Jamaican like to travel abroad. And it fine for us 

right now to Ieave. It don't matter what you have, each Jamaican like to crave1 abroad, 

understand? Just like you (meaning me, the researcher) come to Jamaica." Another 

migrant said something sirnilar, comparïng himself to me. 

Relationship with the Employer 

It was one of my hypotheses before doing my fieldwork that the relationship that 

the migrants had with their employer would have an impact on their experience in 

Canada. 1 found these dynarnics very difficult to uncover, however. The fotlowing are 

exarnples. "Its Iike de farmer, who you work for dem give for you more, you know. Like 

we went to town now, some people go for some longer time, you have to do by de 

farmer." This migrant is saying that the amount of free time or freedom is dependent 

upon the employer. 



Another worker talks about the relationship he bas with bis employer, 1 asked him 

if he felt he had much freedom in Canada. 

Yeah, because my boss Say if we want to go to a place near by, we can go and 
corne back. If we want to go some place it ok, as long as we're not busy workin'. 
Dey treat us good, dey buy us beer. .. dey treat us good. 1 don't have any bad tings 
to Say about my boss. He give us tings. Everting ok. if he Say go and pick up dat 
row for us, 1 would go and move it for him, it take an hour, he give it for me 
[wili pay me for it]. 

Restrictions in Jamaica 

Some migrants 1 spoke to believed that they had the same restrictions in their job 

at home as they had in Canada, Other migrants claimed that their job in Canada was 

suicter than their job in Jamaica. 1 asked the following individual if he had the same d e s  

and restrictions at home as he had in Canada in his job. "Like at work? No, not same. We 

have more freedom anytime [in Jamaica]. Corne and go as we like. Work and den break." 

Another man said that he did not have the same sort of rules and regulations in 

Jamaica because he is self ernployed. This man made furniture, however 1 suspect the 

farmers from Jamaica would have the same reality in that they are their own boss. 

The foiiowing migrant described his work in Jarnaica: 

You just go to work and you corne home, and you get paid on Fnday. You 
supposed to be to work at seven tirty, you be like twenty-five minutes after seven. 
Dat give you tirne to put your work clothes on for de job. Exactly seven-tirty is 
your time, dats no problem. And if you can't go to work today, you just get a 
doctor certificate and rest, get paid de same. If de doctor Say you unfit to work 
for a month, you get paid de same way. Your salary cornes in. You see in 
Jarnaica, people who got good jobs, 1 don't tink dey would bother wid contract. 

The main idea that 1 had of work in Jamaica was that it was less restrictive. One 

migrant said this, "You do what you like here, if you want to work, you work." 



The Contract 

Many of the workers point to the contract as a limitation of their freedom, 

however they seem to feel this is an acceptable dunension of their employment. Here is 

how one migrant makes sense of his situation. 

Weii, de ting is we leave here and go dere to work, so we just know dat as long 
as we leave here and go dere to work, we have to work. tf dere's no work we can 
go where we'd Lice. Yeah, its a contract, you know you have to go and do dat. 
You can't put udder tings M o r e  dat. 

I asked another migrant if he felt he had freedom when in Canada. This is how 

he replied: 

Well, we don't reaiiy have dat freedom, you know. You have to concentrate on 
de work. You don't have no freedom and dat, you go down dere on contract, you 
donTt have no freedom. Sometime you c m  go to town, if you need to, but you 
have to be on de job in de mornin'. Suppose you go out on de Street, go to town 
and anyting happen to you, dey don? response. O d y  when you damaged on de 
farrn. 

1 then asked the same man if there were specific niles that he had to foliow. 

"Yeah, we have certain rules we have to follow. You can't say you no work. If you refuse 

to work dey can send you home. Dey wiii depon you back to Jamaica. You have to stick 

up to dat job because you go dere on contract." 1 asked him if there was a job he did not 

want to do, would he risk being sent home. "Yes, and if you're sick, dey watch you for 

tree days, and if you don? get better by den, dey send you to a doctor, and if you donTt 

recover by tree days, you got to corne home." 

What most of these migrant worken were conveying to me was that they are free, 

however they are in Canada to work, so they have to work. I asked this migrant if he had 

much freedom in Canada. "A Little bit, not much because we always workin'. We don? 



have no time to go out. We corne in from de job at seven o'clock, have to get someting 

to eat, don't have no tirne to go out." 

The foiiowing quote cornes from a migrant worker who appeared defensive when 

1 questioned hirn about fieedom and his job in Canada. 

We wak  freely, anytirne we go downtown we wak  freely, no problem. We just 
go into a store and buy tings. Boss have a friend dere who have a store my boss 
a good guy, not a chicken, ok? So 1 can identiQ rnyself anytime, 1 don't fraid to 
teli dem my identity. You can check out everyting, 1 am a free Jamaican, freely 
Jamaican. 1 don't have no transport and 1 don't have no occasion to leave de farm. 
'Cause there is not fun for you, after you go inside, you don't supposed to corne 
back out 'til Friday when you go into t o m .  If anyting happen and you go on de 
road like you go outside, you on your own. 

1 asked this man if he had a bike he could use. 

No, 1 don't have no bike, 1 don? like bike, 1 tell you 1 don't go places 1 don't 
know. 1 been goin' up for seven years, go right back in de camp, we play music, 
watch t-v., noting more. Guys have to corne back by nine o'clock. so no problern. 

Another migrant had a similar idea about his freedom in Canada. 

1 freedorn up dere. You don't go up dere as a slave or a refugee or noting. 1 get 
out. 1 got to, because if 1 was dere it would be like 1 was a slave lock up in de 
house ail day. You know up dere de weekends are intense, so you have to go ail 
about. 

1 asked the same man about rules he had in Canada. "1 have every rule up dere 

like you. Its the same free for me as you. 1 can go anywhere up dere like you, do anyting 

like you." 

The lollowing is another quote that depicts the migrants' priority of work over 

socializing when in Canada. 1 asked this individual if he had freedorn to corne and go as 

he pleased. 

Out dere? No, no, you cannot do dat. In de evenin', afta work. We have a store 
and a gas station near us. So you can leave and go to de store and buy ice cream 



in de evenin', but afta you have to be home by a certain rime. Hafta work ... 
you're strict up dere. Dem Say dat when you go up to do de work, we don? go 
to idle. So you have to listen what de boss Say. First time 1 want to come back, 
1 don't make no money. You have to tisten, you have to listen to de boss. 

The above quote raises another issue. A number of the migrants mentioned that 

the rules of the contract were mainly those that were dictated by the employer. It was 

comrnon to hear, "have to go by de boss d e " ,  or "we have no fun like, just there to 

work, and we just have to obey". 

One worker alluded to the implicit d e s ,  "Yes, but our boss don't give us no rules 

to follow provided we don't break any. So everyting was running quite ok. 1 really didn't 

have any problem." 

1 asked other migrants about the d e s  that they had to follow (they are separate 

accounts from different people): 

Sure, like you know that you go to work and you just stick to where you are, you 
don? go up and dom,  you just stick to your work. You go out now, it depends 
on de person who you workin' wid who take you out. But you just don? go out 
on your own like dat. 

Yeah. Well, dey tell you de d e s  when you at de airport. Dey tell you de rules 
and you have a contract sheet to follow. So dem tell you de mle is just de rule, 
if you don't want to go by de rule, just Ieave. Right, so when you goin', just go 
by de rule, no problem. De rule on de contract is just like what per day you 
should get paid, or what a hou ,  Like if you doin' piece work, dey tell you what 
a day, and if you doin' hour, dey tell you what a hour. Yeah, for what a kiln, or 
like you doin' plantin' or apples, how you do it by bushel or  by de bins. And dose 
rule is set, so if you want to go by it, its ok. But if you don? want to, you leave, 
you don't come on de program. 

Ok, you to work on time, de d e  dat you get twice break a day. Work seven days 
a seek, some guys work five days a week, some guys work six days a week, it 
depends on where you go. Tobacco you work everyday you know, unless you 
don't have toppin' or prirnin' to do, and inclimate weather. 

Yeah, we have a lot of freedom while we're not working, you know? You have 



d e s  you have to foliow. Like you cannot drink on the sueet. Yeah, and you 
cannot, the boss says you cannot c d  out to a girl. And you cannot urinate on the 
Street. You have to foliow those d e s ,  you know. 

1 asked this man if he had to ask permission to leave the farm and he said he did, 

but he was dowed to visit friends on a neighbourïng farm after work. 

Several of the migrant workers 1 interviewed mentioned they had a curfew 

imposed upon them by their employer. A couple of people said they had to be back to 

the farm by nine or ten o'clock in the evening, while another individuai said one or two 

o'clock in the moming. The following migrant worker said that he could come and go as 

he pleased as long as he was not working, but if he went to town, he had to be back no 

later than nine in the evening. The following individual did not have as rigid a cwfew, 

however he was not pemiitted to bring women to the bunkhouse. Here is his description 

of the rules he had to follow in Canada. 

Yeah, like you can't drive on de road. And de trailer, de trailer if we go to de 
field, we can't ride on de trader, Dey give us a van to ride in. And you can't 
bring any girls dere to de bunkhouse. Yeah, family and udder fnends c m  come 
and see us. CI asked if he had a curfew.] Yeah, lîke two o'clock, if you comin' in 
&ter two, you have to tell dem. Like sometimes you have a party and you wmt 
to go and come in at like tree o'clock. But nonnally we come in at one o'clock 
we can taik, and sit around havin' a drink or someting. 

In contrat one migrant 1 spoke to on this topic claimed that he had a lenient 

employer and no curfew. This is what he said, "No, dere no rule, dere no rule. De boss, 

he not strict like. if we want to go and stay 'til tomorrow mornin', as long as we to work 

back in time." 

The last two quotes that 1 wiii add to this section exemplifj the self detennination 

of the migrant worker. These quotes show the Jamaican people as having choices, dbeit 



constrained choices because of their relative poverty and high unemployment. To fail to 

acknowledge the self determination of these people is to also fail in recognizing their 

pride and dignity. I asked the following migrant why he is on the FARMS program. 

"Someone Say someting about dis program, so 1 go up and check it out. 1 had to tink 

about it, you have to get good food, and money ... here I'm not workin' now. Up dere I'rn 

workin' and 1 spend money on my wife and kids." 

I asked another worker a similar question, he replied quite simply, "1 like how it 

feel, you know. 1 choose to go to Canada." 

SOCIAL CONDITIONS 

Smdl town Ontario has changed in the last few decades. In agricultural areas 

Friday night in the summer has becorne town night, and the locals have witnessed a new 

racial ethnic rnixing. that of Caribbean and Mexican people, the migrant labourers in town 

for harvest. 1 asked each of the Iamaican migrant labourers what they thought of the 

social life they lead while in Canada I asked the migrants what they did in their free 

time, I asked them to compare their social Iife in Canada to that in Jamaica, and I asked 

each of them if they felt there was discrimination in Canada. 

As may be imagined, social iife is influenced by the amount of freedom the 

worker has while in Canada. This is to Say, if the migrant does not have the opportunity 

to leave the farm very often, helshe wiiI not be able to visit friends, or hang out in the 

town. Many migrants do visit others from the Caribbean on neighbouring farms, either 

by bicycling or walking. The f m e r  is required by the contract to ensure the workers go 



to town once a week to buy groceries and supplies. Often the famier drives the workers 

to tom, however some farmers have one of the Jamaicans with an international driver's 

Licence chauffeur the group. 

It is interesting to discover the iinks that these people make while in Canada. In 

t o m  the migrants meet other people from Jamaica as welI as neighbouring isiands in the 

Caribbean. I did not get the sense that they made much contact with Mexican migrants. 

Language wouid certainly be one barrier in this case. The Jamaicans also reported having 

white or Canadian friends. Often these relationships emerged between coworkers - that 

is locais working with the migrant labourers. Sometimes the Canadian friend had a 

vehicle where they could drive the Jamaicans places, providing them with greater 

freedom. 

Most of the migrants interviewed claimed that they did not have a great deal of 

fun in Canada. Here are some typical responses, "Well, we don? hardly have any fun up 

dere, just weekends we go to de club and such". 

"We don? have any fun dere. We don? get de opportunity to go out to party or 

anyting. " 

"Well, we don't have a lotta fun dere, no, not too much. We work also on Sunday, 

you know? De ody fun we have is when we eatin' and watchin' television" (he laughs). 

Many of the migrants described their day in terms of working, eating, washing and 

then sleeping. This is what one man said when asked what he did in Canada for fun, 

"Nothing really. just work and cook, and dominoes in de camp, nowhere far from dere". 

Another individual answered the sarne question in the following way. 



We don't have entertainment up dere, we just work and come in and bathe and 
get sorneting to eat, and bed. Back to work'in de mornin'. De oniy time we have 
time is when we take in Our pay to de bank in town. Fi town] just buy littie tings 
and have two beer at a club and come back home. 

It would appear that most of the migrants' social life happened on Fridays (usually 

Friday, dthough some farmers take their workers into town a different day of the week, 

which 1 dways thought was unfair to the migrant, as hekhe would miss the socid 

visitations with other offshore labour). Here is how some workers describe their town 

night. "We go to town once a week, we just do some shoppin' and go home." 

"[We go to town] just for food - grmeries and back. Dat on Friday. We don't 

hang out dere, we are in de country part, we have no ride to get to town, so it dificult." 

"Once a week 1 go to town, about five and come back around nine o'clock. De 

boss have a lotta guys who go to town, we go on a bus." 

"We just pick up what we need at de store, pick up what we need and go home. 

You know, sometime we work so hard, when we come in we - don't do much to go out. 

We just get some rest." 

The Following individual describes his social life. It would appear he has a good 

relationship with his boss. He bas been to Canada nineteen seasons, and the farrner he 

works for takes Sundays off, "De first ting we don't work on Sundays, my boss don't 

work on Sundays - he's Dutch." Not many of the men 1 taiked to had a regular day off 

every week. 

1 tell you de first ting, we can - if we said to de boss we working until tree 
o'clock on Saturday dat's ok, understand? We don't work on Sundays so we have 
de whole day, we go where we want to go. If you want to cal1 a taxi, or whatever 
it rnight be. And 1 had a friend, a lady friend. She have a truck, that lady bring 
us anywhere we needed to go provided she have de time. She work wid us. 



Not every farmer drives the workers into town once a week. Sometirnes a 

Jamaican with an international drivers Licence wiii take the work gang to do the shopping 

in the boss's vehicle. 

In town some of the migrants would look up fiiends from Jamaica, o r  sociaiize 

with other offshore labourers. This is what one man said about meeting other Jamaicans 

in town. "Yeah, udder guys from Jamaica. Sometime we don't really know dem but you 

h o w  dey are Jamaican so we have to visit wid dem, you know?" One worker told me 

that he tries to b o k  up his friends in town. 

Dat's just when 1 see dem, you know like dere is five of us dat leave from here, 
we each go to a small farm, when we go to town we look for d e n  meet up wid 
some of dem when we go shoppin'. Udder dan dat we don't see dem at de camp. 
At dat time we are workin'. 

During the week some workers had the opportunity after work to visit other 

offshore labour on neighbouring farms, usuaiiy by bicycle. This is one migrant worker's 

description of his social Life during the week. 

Well, I Say it again you know, because you are contracted to your employer, you 
don't have de facility to go out as you should. But, d e r  work you can just ride 
around de place, you got your bicycle at de camp, you know. Dere's a few of us. 
Ride down by de park, dere is a park by our way, we always go down dere. Now, 
we can have a party, have a drink and watch de dish and so forth. We can ride 
around de place and come back, [the fanner] don? realiy say anyting about dat, 
you know. Sometime he don? mind if we take a ride to town and come back. 

Others did not have the same freedom, either they worked long hours or did not 

have the transportation. 

Migrants often have farnily in Canada, and sometimes they take the opportunity 

to visit h e m  when they are here. 1 was assured by individuals who had done this that it 

was no problem to set this up, one just had to infonn the farmer and the liaison officer, 



and visit when it was not a busy tirne at work. 

Some of the migrants frequent a bar or club when they go to town. "Maybe go 

downtown at night t h e ,  just hsrving two beer and corne back again, noting more." 

Others do not Lice to go to bars. "No, don? go to any club. 1 don't do no sportin' 

business. It just a contract to go on f m  work." 

"NO, no concentrate on de work, you h o w .  You go dere to work, you don't go 

dere to sport." 

One man mentioned church: 

Weii, de only place 1 go about is Church. 1 tink it is Mennonite. Normally [we go] 
every Sunday evening. Yeah, dey start it up in May, 1 tink, sometime in May. Dis 
year dey close it down in July because dey say we not comin' in dat day because 
we have to pick de fruit, sometime dey don't get much of de guys because we 
workin' . 

1 had heard about a United Church group in Simcoe, Ontario setting up a program 

for offshore labour. The Church encouraged the workers to attend services and even 

offered rides to workers living within a certain radius of the town. This particular Church 

has an alliance with a church in Kingston, lamaica. 

Comparing Social Life in Canada to the "Sporthg Business" at Home 

1 asked people to compare their social life in Canada to their "sporting business" 

in jamaica to get a feel for the differences between the two countries from the migrants' 

perspectives. (Sporting business is the phrase the Jamaicans use for social life or 

entertainment.) The following provides a description of what these workers have to adjust 

to when corning to Canada. My sense of Jamaica is it is a very social country, for 



exarnple it is not uncommon for strangers to hail strangers, and in smdi communities 

people seemed to always take the tirne to chat and exchange gossip. One migrant 

described Canada as, "...a fast movin' country, it is reaily more developed than Jamaica. 

People more ... doin* things more than just sittin' and relaxin' as we do here". 

Another worker said that in Jamaica you always know "what's goin' on, you want 

to know de trut, you don't want CO hear no lie". 1 got a sense from many of these people 

that they feel isolated in Canada, working long hours on a fam in the countryside where 

many of them rely on their bicycles for transport. The foliowing is a quote from a worker 

that describes this. 1 asked him to compare his social life in Canada to that in Jamaica, 

and what he would do to improve it in Canada. 

Well it's more fun here because you can move around freely, but in Canada now, 
you just have one place. Because de farm is so far, and to bike is long. To change 
it I would have a better ride, 1 wodd have transportation to move around. 

Another man said something similar. He has k e n  to Canada nine times. "Well, 

you never know, like here, much better off you know? Shops, open both night and day 

and see if I went to town now, 1 can talk to people, can talk wid dem". 

A few of the migrants questioned mentioned that they miss their families when 

in Canada. When one was asked how he compared his social life, he replied, "Well, you 

would find it much better here you know, because here is home and over dere your just - 

well, you miss your family and tings. Yeah, but it doesn't bother me dat much - to go 

away and corne back." 

The most cornmon response to my question on a cornparison of socid life, was 

"we don't have no fun up dere", "in Canada we go to work, we just work.  



1 asked one worker what was the worst part about his experience in Canada (he 

had only been up one season), this was his reply, "De worst part in Canada is no sport. 

Like we don't get no time, no tirne for sport, we are working." 

The foliowing worker has been to Canada twice, he emphasized the restrictions 

to one's social life due to work. He answered the cornparison question in the foilowing 

Some people go to bars [in Canada], when you have to go to work in de mornin' 
some don't bother to go out on Like a sportin' business. Here [Jarnaka] you have 
de time you do de sportin' business, when we thînk about de work we don't 
worry, cm go out CO de bar. have a drink. 

One man, who had worked in Canada for seven seasons, assumed social Life would 

be sirnilar in both countries, except that the migrants did not have the time to participate 

when in Canada. They are on a contract to work. 

Well probably because 1 don? do any sport dere, but whatever sport you have 
here in Jamaica you have in Canada, because - 1 will say it again - because of de 
contract you are on, you don? reaIly have your way to go on de sport, like you 
want to. Here sometime we play a Little cricket, and we do boxin' usually. We 
play football, too. 

Another veteran worker had been to Canada fifteen seasons. he was thirty-seven. 

he described the social life as fol1ows. 

Yeah, more fun in Jamaica because when we not workin' we can go any place 
and do de sportin' business, we have more facility here, when you go up dere you 
go on contract to work, if you get a day off, it your time. You on a contract, you 
don't go dere to have fun unless you have a day off. Here you have more Facility, 
you can go to a match, a dance party, over dere de only party you can go to, a 
farm party. But if you have to work tomorrow you can't go to a party because you 
rnight over drink, or you know what 1 mean - stay out, and de boss won? like dat. 
Here you have more fun because can go out in de night, we have day off, half day 
off. 

This worker has emphasized that going up to Canada is based upon a contract that 



is for work and any sort of sport or social is an added beneFit if it happeas, but should 

not be expected. Social life is limited in Canada even if the worker has a day off. Thece 

is not as much opportunity to do social things, probably this is because of a lack of 

transportation. As well, this worker is aiiuding to the powerful position that the f m e r  

has in this relationship. This man is concemed that the boss will be unhappy if the 

workers go out and drink when they have to work in the mocning. (Such a concem is not 

necessarily lirnited to migrant workers only, however, farmers did cornplain to me that 

other work gangs such as those from Quebec or locals often did not show up for work 

on the weekends, or showed up for work hung over.) 

Other workers responded to the cornparison question in a less critical mamer- One 

man described Canada as a nice country. "Well, de environment is clean, you know. It 

nice, Canada is a clean country. It dmg free." Another migrant also described Canada as 

a clean country. 

One worker even said that he was happier in Canada. "You pick up fast rnoney 

dere ..., but in Jamaica you have de sunshine." 

The following worker had been corning to Canada since 1974 and he admitted to 

Jamaica k i n g  livelier, however he did Say that Canada is "alright", it is "very friendly". 

Discrimination 

Before setting out on my field trip 1 had thought a bit about discrimination and 

racism. It was my belief that these men would have felt hostility towards them because 

of the racist attitudes that appear to exist in parts of white, srnall-town Ontario. However, 



1 have also seen the opposite, local people chumming with the Caribbean workers, so it 

was difficult to guess what 1 would discover. From the interviews I found examples of 

both racist attitudes as weli as friendliness. Many migrants reported having white fiiends 

in Canada, and a few also had stories to tell of problems they attributed to racist attitudes. 

Perhaps there are more stories that have not been told as a question about racism is r 

delicate one to have to answer, particularly to a stranger who is white when you are 

black. 

The following is a typicai reply. "You say if 1 have a problern wid de mVwi* of 

de whites and blacks? No, nosir." 1 then asked him if he thought there was racism in 

Canada. "1 tink so. But 1 feel welcome up dere. Dey lovin* and dey nice." 

Another man said this to the presence of racism, "No, you see, maybe, ahm 

maybe, when I move amongst ... you cm see certain things, but you can't really say yes." 

The following worker says that he finds both racisrn and acceptance. 

Well, you find it [racism], you find some. You know, not everybody is a racist. 
Some like to corne and share wid us. Iust like when I walk people call to me. 
Weil we are al1 nice, neat people and we share what's on Our mind, more people 
wil1 talk to you. 

In Jamaica I noticed that everyone hailed everyone while wallcing down the Street, 

so 1 would guess that it is a bit of  a shock when aniving in Canada and when hailing a 

passer-by it causes the one hailed fear, confusion, or  embarrassment. 

The following people were fairly definite in their reply that they did not encounter 

racist attitudes in Canada. 

Well no, normally 1 don't because you see 1 don? bodder with any group, nobody 
would discuss anyting about dat. 1 don't have any problem wit anyone. 1 like to 
go to town. you just go  and do what you have to do and you back home. 



"1 donTt really hear, de only tirne 1 hear about dat is like on t.v. or someting, yeah 

dey talic about it." 

Someone else said, "No, no, no I'm ÛIright wit dat. You have to leam to adjust 

younelf, have to live togedder." 

This man was particularly adamant, "NO, no, no, no, no, no, no, you cm take it 

from A to Z. That is why 1 want to give you my boss name. You shouid tape my boss 

The foilowing three people had similar experiences: "No, no, we didn't. Dere a 

lot of white foiks and we can share a good time". 

"Yeah, its possible, but 1 never did see it, none of us have a problem wid dattl. 

"No, no we don't have any problem in town. 1 don? know about de rest of de guy, 

but me don't have any problem in town. 1 didn't have anytt. Below is an account that 

hints at the relationship between the farnily that employs the migrants and the migrants 

No racist, no, no. Everybody was just people, we are just people. Whether your 
black or  white, we are just people. Yeah, de boss have a Little girl, she was Susie 
and she come and she Say. "Heiio, how're you doin'?" We cooked food and she 
eat it - fned dumpling and - she love it. She liked fried dumpling. 

The foilowing is another description that shows the positive relationship this 

individual had with his boss. 1 asked him if he had encountered racism in Canada. 

No, no not to me, not to me. 1 really .... Like my boss, now, my Fust boss, his 
fadder, his fadder hand over de farm to de son. Weii, we know him for a long 
time, we just like brodders, one family, understand? Yes, and we didn't have any 
problem. 

Other migrants did not feel the same way about racisrn. "Everywhere you have 



racism, Some people no love black and some who no love white. You see dat 

everywhere." 

Here is another account. "Well, we communicate wid each udder, donTt have any 

problem about dat." Then 1 asked him if he though there was racism in Canada "Weli, 

dat's what I heard but since 1 been goin' dere 1 don't reaiiy see dat". 

Another man who 1 had met earlier, joined the interview and he said, "You don? 

see dat, but in Kim heart she know dat it exist". 

The first man said, "In my year 1 don? r e d y  see dat". And the second man said, 

Maybe you don? mix up wid de certain society to know. But you know still dat 
dere is racism. Like right now here, wid us and de Indians. Its nght here, you 
understand. Its ali over de world, but you just have to live clean and don't tink 
about dat, because dat's ancient day tings. So you can live on tinking about what 
bygone is bygone. 

The following is an account from two migrants about an incident that occurred in 

Canada to one of them. The other was blaming what came out of this accident on racist 

attitudes. "Alright dis guy, he in trouble in Canada - he don't work dis year. Him go up 

every year to work. Someting happen to him last year, den no cd1 for hm". 

1 then questioned the man who had sornething happen to him. "Weil, 1 get a sick 

Iast year and fell off a tree, you know. Yeah, 1 miss some work, around ten days. 1 

injured my knee, and 1 don't get anyting up to now" (by 'anything* he meant 

compensation or at least offered a job back). 

At that point the first man intempted, "You understand, he get injured, den dey 

just don't cal1 hirn back, he is a liability, so dey just don? cd1 him back." The man who 

was injured said to me that he did not atuibute this to racism. 



MAKING SENSE OF TEIEORY AND OBSERVATIONS 

Freedom and Social Life 

The freedom of the worker is influenced by both the state and the employer. The 

state structures terms and conditions in the contract that determine the extent of the 

worker's freedom. The state also places the responsibility for the worker in the han& of 

the employer. The employer in tum conuols workers' free tirne with rules about who may 

visit, and where and when workers may leave the farm. What becomes important then, 

is the relationship the worker has with the employer. In the interviews the migrants made 

few criticisms about the employers. 

Before migrants leave the airport they are prepped to "obey the employer", as it 

is written rïght in the contract. Workers know that if they refuse to do a job or are sick 

for too long, they will be sent home. The implication of this d e  to obey the farrner 

leaves a great deaI of power in the hands of the employer. Some employers imposed 

curfews on their workers, others would not allow females in the male bunkhouses, and 

some workers recognized they should not "overdrink" or  their boss would be angry. On 

the other hand, many migrants reported baving good relationships with their employer - 

where they were just Like brothers, or did not have curfews imposed upon them. It 

therefore becomes an individual issue, depending on the specific employer and that 

employer's relationship with the workers. 

Drawing upon the literature, the idea of paternalism refers to a familial relationship 

where one actor makes decisions affecting another person, under the belief that he/she 

knows what is best for the other person. Relationships between employer and ernployee 



are unique in the instance of this migrant labour contract because the state has placed 

responsibility and authority of the migrants in the hands of the employer. h a sense the 

state, working in the interests of the employer, bas set up a paternalistic relationship 

between employer and employee by saying to the farmer: do not dlow the migrants to 

run away, house hem, provide them with a certain amount of employment, pay them a 

certain wage, and keep them safe. 

Having set the stage above for a paternalistic relationship between employer and 

employee, 1 must add that this is not so with every relationship. ludging from the 

interviews many of the workers had good relationships with their employers (i.e. 

employers did not feel the need to exert control over the workers and impose curfews). 

Even in some of these healthy relationships 1 had the sense that there are personal labour 

relations (see WaiI 1992). Wall (1992) cautions against these relationships as workers will 

be less likely to exert control over their situation. 1 think, however, that personal relations 

are not always negative, and in fact are preferable to the dienation experïenced by many 

workers in an industrial labour setting. Having good personal relations with the employen 

may benefit the employees and make their stay more pleasant. 

The issue of housing is relevant here. Newby (1977) suggests that housing 

provided for by the employer creates a situation of dependency of the worker upon the 

employer. Housing of this nature offers the worker very little pnvacy and ensures that the 

worker is on cal1 al1 houn of the day and night. Indeed, a farmer in Ontario indicated to 

me that is was beneficial to have these workers on the farms at d l  times in case they 

were needed for a specifc job at an odd hou. One of the workers' concerns was getting 



paid for al1 the Little jobs that he did. Some said their boss was very good in that chey 

were paid for everythuig they did. 

According to Wail (1992), housing provided for by the employer creates a 

situation where the farmer has the power of eviction. With respect to the migrant labour, 

eviction is not an option, instead the threat is to be sent home. The oniy way to get 

around the issue of housing would be to have these workers stay in accommodation not 

provided for by the farmer, however, this would be more costly and then there is the issue 

of transportation - getting the workers to and from work every day. 

Isolation is a great factor in infiuencing the structure of the migrants' free time. 

Migrants blame their isolation on a lack of transportation. in the rural areas of southem 

Ontario, it is often diffcuIt to get around without a vehicie. Many of the migrants have 

bicycles when they are up in Canada and depending on the flexibility of their employer, 

after work they may ride to the corner store or visit other migrants on neighbouring 

farms. The employer is responsible for taking the workers to town once a week to buy 

groceries, so once again the employer has control over when the workers go, where and 

for how long. Of course not every employer would exert totalitarian control and workers 

have some choices on where to go and for how long. In fact, some employers have a 

Jarnaican with an international drivers license drive the work gang into town. 

Cecil and Ebanks (199 1) discuss how the cornmunity fails to accept these migrant 

workers and 1 think this is true to an extent. There are severai Church groups that have 

encouraged migrant labourers to join their congregations, sometimes even scheduling a 

service at a time more convenient for the migrants to attend. As weii, migrants spoke of 



Canadian or white fiiends that they had in Ontario, and who would drive them places. 

Overail however, it appears that the migrants are not accepted into the larger community. 

One interesting response from migrants as to why they participated in this 

progrm. was for the opportrrnity to travel. This response underscores the agency of the 

individual, kat-Koc (1992) writes that so often certain negative aspects of a job are 

legitimized with the belief that migrants from the South r e d y  need this employment and 

therefore it is a favour to them. Seldom is it viewed that people from the South want an 

international job for the opportunity to uavel (as a Canadian might view a migrant worker 

from Europe). The probIem with this program is once migrants arrive in Canada they do 

not have much opportunity to sightsee. Migrants are just there as labour power in the eyes 

of the state, and therefore, the state makes no special provisions for them to see the 

country; they work and are then sent home. It is up to individud farmers to provide any 

sort of excursions - once again employers are responsibte for the workers. One exception 

is migrants are able to visit family who [ive in Canada during a slow time at work. 

A few men took offence to rny questioniag about freedom and free time. it was 

as though 1 was insuking theu independence, and implying slavery. Most workers seemed 

to be saying that they have this contract and work cornes first, once the work is finished 

then there is sociai t h e .  At another Ievel, there seemed to be a certain understanding that 

one trades freedom for the employment, at least the type of freedom and social life they 

would experience at home. Perhaps once again, there is this idea of time-out from real 

life in Jamaica to corne to Canada and make some money. 

Overall, migrants were indicating to me that life in Canada was no& much fun. 



Most of th& time was spent working a d  after work often they were too tired or without 

transport to do any "sporting business", but once again this is the trade off. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

ECONOMIC REALITIES 

It is the Jarnaicans' socio-economic conditions at home that has conuibuted to this 

large out-migration for work. This migration trend has been evident since post- 

emancipation in the mid-nineteenth century. Additionaily, it is Canada's relative wealth, 

and resulting need for labour in low wage, seasonai work, that has provided some 

Jamaicans with a relatively attractive employment opportunity. 

Judging from the interviews that 1 had with these migrant labourers, as well as 

sorne individuals who were looking to get on the program, this labour opportunity 

appeared to be very important to them. Employment opportunities in lamaica are dismal, 

the unemployment rate hovers around 16% (World Bank Group 1996)' and 1 suspect the 

percentage of under-employed is even p a t e r .  Most of the men 1 spoke to were smail 

scale farmers (19 out of 30)' selling a bit of their produce on the market and growing to 

provide their families with food. One of the men 1 intewiewed said to me that Jamaicans 



may be poor but wili never starve in lamaka because al1 the food they need is growing 

in their backyards. What this program provides, according to many migrants, is an 

opportunity to advance in life, make a bit of money to build a better home, or to send 

their children to coilege, or buy luxwies they wodd not norrnaiiy afford. 

Some of the migrants 1 spoke with did not have work in Jamaica, or at best the 

work was sporadic (5 out of the 30 individuals interviewed), and this program provided 

them with much needed employrnent. Some of the migrants said the money was better 

in Canada, 1 heard more than once it described as 'faster money' meaning one could earn 

more in Canada in a shorter period of time than they could in lamaica. Others criticized 

the money, either because the work was very hard for the wages they received, or they 

did not get enough work while they were there. 

Employment 

This fint section describes the migrants' need for this job. It is a collection of 

quotes from different people interviewed that depicts the disparity of their economic 

situation. 

"Well, compared to home it's money, because it's kinda difficult out here. so you 

go dere, you work, you get da money, and come back and it help you to get on wid 

whatever you are doing." 

"Oh, tings is rough here, mon. 1 didn't have a permanent job. I needed some 

money, so ... 1 enjoy comin' to Canada you know. Money is very important, widout de 

money you can't achieve nottin'." 



1 asked one migrant if he thought the FARMS program was a good program. 

"Yeah, so far cause it heIp a lotta people, it sure help me, so 1 can speak for myself, it 

help me, 1 am grateful." 1 asked him if he wiii continue on the program. "Yeah, 1 tink 1 

will make a try a couple more times. Although de money is cheap, can't give up because 

what am 1 goin' to stay here and do?" 

1 asked someone if they could suggest any changes to irnprove the program, "1 

wouldn't want it to be changed. If it work out that I c m  go again 1 would like to go 

again. No problem in dat, just work. You just go to work - work you must have to do." 

His answer depicts the idea that the program is there, he needs the money so he has to 

work. 1 asked another migrant whether he felt he is paid enough money in Canada, he 

said, "Some people Say dat, but you have to go and work because you need it, you need 

de money." 

Other migrant workers were questioned about why they go to Canada to work. 

"Money. 1 go up for the money, yeah, dat is true. If it wasn't because of money 1 

wouldn't go!" 

"We need some money out here, understand? 1 not pet work out here more than 

some." 

Some people conveyed to me that the money is not that good, that they couid 

make the same here in Jamaica. 1 asked one person about this, 

Oh, no, 1 don? tink so because when 1 work here in Jamaica 1 don't make as 
much money as up in Canada. But you have to work, though. You have to work 
to make dat money. You have to work on your knees. You in pain you still have 
to go out. Like in cucumbers we work, we work out dere and de boss don't come 
out. 



It appeared that a nurnber of individuals thought the money was satkfactory, but 

the work was very difficult. One worker said that he came up to Canada for the 

experience as well as the money, "Work, 1 want de experience, too. Its de money, need 

more money but it rough, de cold work, de outdoor work, it rough." 

The migrant, who spoke about the cucumbers above, told me that his farmer gives 

the workers a cut of what he makes, rather than paying them by the hour. 

Yeah, and if we want we can take it to de factory, we can take it so we see what 
he makes. Yeah, and in de evenin' we have a sheet and it show de amount of 
money he make, we check it up and cut it in two, share haif between seven of us 
and half for him. Only problem is sometime de heat, in de heat it hard work. It 
hard, but you have to make up your rnind to do it If you want to go home and 
de boss want you to stay, it ok. 

On the merit of this program one migrant said, "Well, de program has heiped a 

lot of people and 1 hope it continue in the future to do better, it will do better." 

One worker said the following about this program. "It give you somecing to do 

when you got noting to do. 1 never farm, 1 have six monts, five monts, when cane is not 

on, 1 don't have noting to do, you know. 1 finish me work down here and go up dere to 

work." During the Canadian winter he is cutting cane for the sugar and mm factories. 

Therefore the rest of the year he would be unemployed withorit work in Canada. 

The Benefits of Work in Canada 

The foiiowing section contains quotes from migrant labourers on the benefits of 

travelling up to Canada to work. Such benefits include better wages and a high exchange 

rate on the Canadian dollar. As weli, many men take advantage of the accessibility of 

Canadian goods such as televisions, stereos, bicycles. 



"You know, I need to be in Canada workin' because Jamaica not Lice over dere, 

when you workin' in Canada you can see someting, but out here de dollar very s m d .  

You get good money up dere." 

The foilowing is a quote about one man's experience corning to Canada 

Well, I l e m  a lotta good tings. It much different from d o m  here, you know. 
Tings you wish were as easy d o m  here like in Canada. You have more 
machinery to do de work. woney] much better dan down here. Much better de 
dollar. Like when you went dere early, tings more cheap, but while de farm work 
keep on cornin' in, de make de price go up. Even de clothes dat we buy right in 
de store, one price tag, when you go again, two, and maybe by de end of de 
month, you see four or five. 

1 asked one migrant what he liked about Canada. "A lot of the time it a little more 

better than out here, money wise." Another worker agreed, and went on to taik about the 

goods that one may purchase in Canada. "De best thing about Canada for me is you c m  

buy tings. you know. Tings that 1 c m  f i o rd  after a short time in Canada I can't afFord 

it in Jamaica. Like t-v., appliances and some other tings." 

The following is an account of one worker expressing why he wished to remain 

on the program. 

Well, the only thing I maybe would Like Say, uhrn, 1 would like to get another 
chance .... to keep on gohg, to go and come. You know, it is rough out here. 
When you come over dere and work, you know, and you get money it helps you 
here. You c m  buy a t.v. and a tape and so on. And clothes for my wife and 
chiIdren. That's why 1 am really glad to make a breakthrough. 

Another migrant worker d s o  expressed his desire to remain on the program. "Tt 

a good program, you know, it really is very good and helpfûl to poor people. I would like 

it if de boss cal1 me back next year to go, you know. If I pass, I have to get tests and so 

on." 



The foilowing is a similar account. 

You know, in Jamaica not so fmt. I mean not so fast wid de money. And certain 
tings you like to buy over dere, you have to wait long here. Like if you want a 
t,v., or a vcr, or you want a radio, you have to wait a long time to get one. 

The following are a number of quotes from different workers about why they go 

up to Canada to work. "Well, de dollar cornes in a little faster, and 1 c m  buy tings dat 

1 don't have. Here dey don? carry everting, it hard to buy." 

"De best ting for me, is tings 1 have now. 1 never had before- Tings 1 got from 

Canada" 

"Yes, the money too. 1 iike de job you know, and when I corne back to Jamaica 

and de dollar and de exchange, we get a Little more, ... you see you're workin' and 

whatever you see that you'd like you can buy it, understand?" 

"To get some money, you know, to get some foreign exchange. You get betta 

earnings, fasta money. One day in Canada betta dan a mont out hem" 

This man's father had joined us, he had this to Say, "What he can earn eight weeks 

in Jamaica, he can't earn dis in a year." 

The son added, "De exchange faster. de currency, you know, it stronger." 

The father, "Because Canada you know, is 24 to 1, sometime it reach 25 to 1. 

Dats 25 Jamaican dollar to 1 Canadian dollar. It help him a lot you know." The son said 

the following about the program: 

Yeah, it help me a lot to be on f a  work program, you get certain priviiege, too. 
You can cany back seventy pounds free. You can carry home a tape, and so on. 
Yes, like a littie tape recorder, a bicycle. a television. Yeah, it cheaper. Let me tel1 
you someting, one hundred doiiars worth of tings in Canada, 1 want to give you 
a example, one hundred doiiars worth of grocenes in Canada, wouid last five of 
us for de week. 



When 1 asked one migrant if he earned better money in Canada he had this reply. 

"No, better money is here but 1 don't have de skiil to ... Dere better money here but de 

type of job, 1 don? have de skill, or de schoolin' to do it. Dere better money in Canada 

because of de schooh'." 

Hard Work, Little Pay 

This section contrasts with the one previously as it contains complaints about the 

money made in Canada, Many workers say that it is not a great deai of money for the 

hard work that they do on Ontario farms. 1 wiil cover in greater detail the working 

conditions in another area of  the paper, however, 1 will mention here that these men do 

work very hard whilc up in Canada - Canadians and foreigners aiïke work hard in 

agriculture, and often in unpleasant weather. 

Weil if 1 thought of it all, like we work to fffl a kiln of tobacco, you fil1 a kiln for 
de same money, and empty for one price, which is like dat, we should get 
someting for it. Work every year, maybe put a little bit on like ten cents and 
fifteen cents, sometimes dey don't put anyting. De dollar+,..it not really dere, Like 
you go to de store you have to look and see. Like de money don't last - it move 
so fast. 

I asked one person what he thought about the program. "Well, de program is 

ok ... sometime you would tink about de wages dat dey could be a bit better. Yeah, de 

wages couId may be bit better, but if dere is no better, we have to continue wid it." 

1 asked the following labourer about the money eamed in Canada "Not bad but 

more tax, mon. De tax you up dere and when you come back you have to pay here." 1 

asked this man about the rernittance money that is taken out of his paycheque. "Dey send 

it out here and take out five per cent and give us twenty." 



The foiiowing is one man's idea on the money. 

Yeah, 1 tink de money should be rnore for de type of work, you know, that we 
have to do. 1 tink de money should be more because by de time you work sixty 
hours, eighty hours, you bave to pay income tax, Canada Pension, stuff iîke dat. 
Once you get a Iittle bit and den you have to buy your own food, and den you 
have de shopping to corne home, so we should be gettin' at least twenty bucks, 
or even more. (he laughs) 

Well, 1 heard about de program, aiid 1 say 1 want to give it a try, you know, 1 
reaily Iove it, but one ting 1 stiil say is dat de wages could be better. If 1 have a 
permanent job out here 1 wouidn't botter to go. Why would 1 leave? De program 
is good odderwise, you know. You have some good experience about de country, 
you know what 1 mean. 

Someone else, "Yeah, higher wages would be better. It hard work, you know, very 

One migrant worker had a different sort of cornplaint. "When we up dere and not 

workin'. 1 don't like dat. I'm dere to make some money so 1 like to keep workin'." He 

disliked being idle when up in Canada because it meant he was not getting paid. 

The foiiowing are sirniiar statements made by migrants claiming they would like 

to stay up in Canada longer, or work longer when they are up there to make more rnoney. 

(Part of this is also covered under working conditions). 

"1 like when 1 go to Canada, üke here you stop work for one week, two weeks, 

1 like when 1 go to Canadz 1 get paid, and we  work. 1 don't want to sit in de house for 

a week, understand?" 

1 asked the following migrant worker what he thought would improve the program. 

Well plant more, improve what is dere, and plant rnore and more, you know. So 
you know you get to stay longer. Suppose you plant tirty acre dis year, and plant 
fifty next year, you get a longer stay. 1 work wid a smali farmer. 

A sirnilar opinion, "Alright, de f m  work program, 1 wouid make it longer. 1 



would like to go for eight month." 

And another worker, "1 would Iike a longer stay when I go. 1 would like to stay 

six monts," He went for six weeks last season, 

The Importance of the Money 

A number of migrants claimed that the money was important to them to make a 

good start or advance in life. The following is a quote from a farmer in the hills. I asked 

him for the reasons he went to Canada to work. "I just ... want to make a start, and here 

1 just make rny Little start. 1 can experience tings and here I make a better start from dere. 

Dis is my place, de house and evertïng, but not de land." He was motioning to the house 

bebind us. 

Another f m e r  from a different area spoke openly to me about his financial 

problems. He said that it was difficult to get ahead, it always seems like it is hand to 

mouth, even with working in Canada. He put the money he earned towards his house, 

building on to the existing structure if there was money to do so at the end of the year. 

As it was, the house had two rooms, a bedroom for the four children and a bedroorn for 

the parents. The kitchen was attached to the bedrooms with a roof over but it was al1 

open. An outhouse was located a short walk away, and beside it stood a generator run by 

gasoline, the house's oniy source of power. The house had a few electrical lights, but 

most were kerosene, and a television was located in the master bedroorn. The appearance 

of a television did not surprise me as 1 do not remember one house in which 1 had visited 

thus far that did not have this modem convenience. A large part of this man's eamings 



went to his children's education, coiiege scbooling being an expensive undertaking, and 

he was also saving his money to extend the electricity to reach his house. This man and 

his family farmed citrus, yarn, coffee. His account was one of continuous stniggle, the 

stniggle of poverty. 

An indication to me that this employment was important to at least some 

Jamaicans was the number of people who approached me to help them get back on the 

prograrn. For various reasons they had not been asked back by their employer, and were 

quite earnest about going back to Canada to work for another farmer. The area where the 

most people approached me to present their case was probably one of the most deprived 

areas in which 1 conducted interviews. Homes were tiny, brown clay. The area was far 

in the hills, very rural and perhaps more isolated than places closer to the large cities. 

Apparently gainful employment here was lirnited and usually meant the time consurning 

cornrnute to the city, (an added expense and that relied upon independent taxi dtivers and 

roads that were in treacherous condition, particularly in the rain). Mostly people grew 

their own food for subsistencc and sold some of their produce on the market. These 

people indicated to me that they wished to go back to Canada to work. Here is what one 

man said to me: 

Yeah, when a guy up dere is workin' he supposed to get de chance to be makin' 
some money for his family. And den iike me, 1 don't get de chance to come up, 
1 don't like dat, Everyone need a chance, especiaily when de know de c m  do it. 

MAKING SENSE OF THEORY AND OBSERVATIONS 

Unernployment and underemployment are chronic problems in Jarnaica. Out- 



migration for work has k e n  a response to this population pressure since post- 

emancipation of slavery in the 1800s. Remittance payments are an important source of 

foreign currency for the Jamaican economy, Migrants who work in Canada on the 

temporary labour program have a mandatory remittance of 25% of their wages and of 

this, 5% is taken by the Jamaican Government for administrative costs. in the Literature 

Ghosh (1992) expresses a concern that these remittance payments and wages are not 

invested which wiii in tum cause dependency of the migrant on this labour source. It is 

interesting to discover how migrants used their money, and if they were, in fact, thinking 

long term investment. 

Sorne migrants claimed that they spent theu money on stereos, televisions, 

bicycles, and other goods that were more accessible and less expensive in Canada. On the 

other hand, one migrant indicated his house that he had built with his rnoney, another was 

educating his children and building on to his house, and stiii another had a thriving farm. 

Perhaps the length of time that these men have been on the program is an indicator that 

it is difficult to get ahead (the average nurnber of times to Canada of the men 1 

interviewed was 8 and the range was 1 to 22). Wages are low, as the migrants clairn, and 

possibly a season in Canada (depending on length of stay) sirnply helps individuais and 

their farnilies survive until the next season. 

Many migrants indicated to me that they found the wages too low for the hard 

work they do on Ontario farms. Related to this was the suggestion that farmers should 

extend the migrants' stay so they have the opportunity to eam more money. It is possible 

that with the low wages and temporary work season, many migrants are making only 



enough to last them until the next season - without king able to get ahead financialiy. 

Griffith (1986) cornes to a similar conclusion on the economic benefits for Iamaican 

temporary farm labour in the U.S. Griffith states that Jarnaican eamings are used for 

consumption, not long-term economic improvement, and in fact the economic situation 

of households changes little over the migration expenence. Griffith suggests that the 

wages are low enough so that migrants become dependent on this source of wage labour. 

That is to say the wages ;ire high enough to entice workers, but not enough to improve 

their long-terrn economic situation. 

In conclusion, migration is not a long terrn solution to the problems of 

unemployment and underemployment in Jmaica. Perhaps it is not so much that the 

money in Canada is 'good money', but rather it is a job, whereas at home they have none. 

This migrant labour program then, acts as an outlet for population pressures in Jarnaica. 



CHAPTER ELGHT 

CONCLUSION 

The main actors in this migratory work prograrn are the state. both Jamaican and 

Canadian, the employers. and the employees. The Canadian Govemment in consultation 

with the Jamaican Govenunent has structured an unfree labour situation where migrants 

are contracted to an Ontario employer without the freedom to switch employers. Wage 

rates are set in the contract and the migrant has no option to settle perrnanently in Canada 

- workers are used for their labour power and then sent home. Maintenance of the 

workers (i.e. health, education, unemployment, retirement) and reproduction of the labour 

force (children, the farnily) are the responsibility of Jamaica and the households of the 

migrants, often headed by women. 

The main concem of this thesis has been to discover how Jamaican migrant 

workers define their participation in a system of unfree labour. In the literature on this 

migrant labour program, and in the literature on migration in general, there is little 

discussion of individual experience. This absence of migrants' voices has resulted in a 



situation where these people do not have agency. It fails to recognise the choices these 

migrants have made, or their priorities, concems, and social and economic redities. 

According to Jamaican migrant labourers the main incentive for them to participate 

in this program is for the money. F h t  and foremost then, this program offers them a job 

where one did not exist (or was temporary) at home. As weli, the program is an 

opportunity for poor Jamaicans to travel, and a source of materiai goods that are either 

not available or are costly in Jamaica. 

However, it is not to Say that migrants are unaware of the unfreedom and 

restrictions in their contract. As workers cannot freely circulate on the job market it leaves 

them in a situation where they risk k i n g  sent home if things do not go well - in 

Griffith's (1986) words, a captive labour force. Migrants recognise this lack of power as 

they recognise their need for the Liaison officer to act as an advocate on their behalf. 

Migrants cannot settle in Canada permanently, although several of the larnaicans 

expressed a desire to do so - it is a nile sometimes resisted by AWOL attempts. 

The migrants in this study felt that the unfree labour situation was a trade off: the 

freedom and social life migrants have in Jamaica is given up for the empIoyment 

opportunity in Ontario. It is as though life is on hold for these migrants, they are here for 

a temporaiy time period (in my sarnple it was one to eight months, with an average lenpth 

of stay of three months), they cannot bring their families, and they work long hours. At 

the end of the day the migrants were often too tired or without transportarion to do much 

in the way of sociaiizing. Most of the migrants did not complain about these lack of 

freedoms or shortage of quality social time, as they claimed they were in Canada to work 



- not for the "sporùng business". To many migrants, the more hours they worked the 

better. These men suggested to me that they wanted to make as much money as possible 

here in Canada and then go home, hopefully having provided the possibility of a better 

life for themselves and their families with the wages earned, 

The main cornplaint or concem from rnigmnts was that wages are low. Working, 

living and social conditions are secondary concerns to the migrants as long as they feel 

they are getting proper remuneration for this hard physical labour. This is iiiustrated by 

the facr that concern over having been underpaid by the employer is one of the main 

problems that a migrant wili take to the liaison officer. 

It is an important question whether or not migrants have made a significant 

improvement in their IifestyIes with this labour opportunity. Griffith (1986) writes that 

either migrants do not have money left over or they do not use their wages for long-term 

economic investments. For most migrants the wages they earn in Canada help to sustain 

their households in Jarnaica for the year, until the next season. As one migrant said, "It 

is hand to mouth, with little money left over at the end of the year". Griffith (1986) has 

made a convincing argument that subsistence level incomes of a senment of the Jamaican 

population has ensured the continued availability of a labour group to work in the United 

States agriculturai sector. The same may be said for Canada and the Seasonal Agricultural 

Workers Program. 

Along the above line of argument, the prevention of permanent setdement in 

Canada OC Jamaican farm workers has also ensured that there remains a willing and 

reliable labour force in Jarnaica for f m e r s  in Ontario. if migrants were permitted to 



settle in Canada it is likely that they would not stay in this sector of employment, as 

higher wages and year round employment are available elsewhere (the reasons farmers 

have difficulty securing Canadian Iabour). 

The abundant availability of migrant labourers to work on this prograrn stems from 

Jamaica's unemployment and underemployment problems. Those who are unemployed 

and those who do temporary and sporadic work are looking for ways to supplement their 

income, and this labour program provides such an opportunity. On the other hand, this 

is not a long-term solution to Jarnaka's employment problems, The Jamaican Governent 

has to address these issues (as govemments have tried in the past) and take into account . 
the large informal sector of the Jamaican economy, as well as the large numbers of 

unskilled and Low educated people. 

Ontario farmers have uaditiondly had difficulty securing reliable farm labour that 

will show up for work everyday and remain in employment until the end of the season. 

This problem for farmers continues to the present day. The difficulty lies in the fact that 

many Canadians will not do this type of work. F m  work is dirty, hard physical labour, 

working sometimes in poor weather conditions, and with comparatively low pay 

(compared to unskilled labour in some industrial sector jobs). 

Canadian farmers compete with Mexican and Americûn produce fanriers, where 

the latter two groups have access to a large body of cheap labour and can therefore 

produce cheaper commodities. Therefore, if Ontario farmers have access to a reliaMe 

labour group, they will use it. Although not necessarily a cheap labour supply (the 

prograrn usually ends up costing the farmer more than if local labour was used), these 



workers are favoured as they have a reputation for king bard workea and reliable. 1 

suspect that farmers would even pay a bit more to these workers because of the greater 

productivity of Caribbean and Mexican migrant workers. 

Looking at this situation from an international development perspective, to 

improve Jamaican migrants' socio-economic situation, it wouid help if they received 

higher wages. Wall (1995a) makes an argument that increasing wages of f m  workers 

will not overly affect the number of farms operating in Ontario. Lifting the restriction of 

a worker's right to settle in Canada would help individual households, but not the 

Jarnaican economy as a whole. Aiiowing migrants more fieedom to switch employers 

would eliminate some of the power and paternalistic authonty that f m e r s  rnay wield 

over their employees. Additionaily, migrants pay into the social welfare state but they do 

not collect on Canada Pension Plan or Employment Insurance. 1 propose migrants be 

exempt from paying into these benefits unless they are permitted to collect them. 

Change to this program will have to come from the state, as migrants are not in 

a position to raily for higher wages or other changes, and it is not in the interests of 

farmers to do so. Pressure rnay come from the Jarnaican Govemment or from within 

Canadian society. It is a state structured program, and the state has the power to increase 

wage rates or change conditions of employment. 1 see the govemment playing an 

instrumental role in controiiing the exploitation that has the potential to occur in such a 

situation. 

As 1 am representing migrant workers 1 have been careful in making 

recornrnendations to avoid something that may jeopardize the program. The Jarnaican 



migrants were very adamant that they needed this employment and if changes to the 

program make it no longer worthwhile to € m e n ,  individual migrants will suffer. 

ui conclusion, migrants want this work because they are poor. Fanners in Ontario 

need this labour force because they cannot find workea in Canada who wiii do f m  

work. This program is a symptom of the North - South disparities. The situation is 

perpetuated because migrants make enough money to survive until next season, but there 

is Little rnoney left over for investment in long-term economic improvement. In the final 

analysis, Jamaican migrant farm workers have made the decision to migrate based upon 

their personai circumstances. out-migration for work is their response to poverty and 

unemployment. 

It would be interesting in future research on this topic to look at the experience 

of femaie migrant workers on The Seasonai Agriculniral Worken Program. As women 

make up a small percentage of ail migrants, 1 suspect they would have a different story 

to tell than the men. In this research it would be important to question why there are so 

few women who participate in this program, as according to the Jarnaican Government, 

there is a wiliing supply of women who would panicipate. It may be interesting to 

compare the experiences of female domestic workers from the Caribbean to the 

experiences of female migrant farm workers in Ontario. 

Another interesting study would be to interview women and families left at home 

as the male of the household migrates for work. This is another area under-represented 

in the literature on migration according to Potts (1990). In this research it would be 

important to outline the role that women play in reproducing a labour force for North 



Amencan employers. 
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Seasonal Agricultural Workers Program 

Grrivals, Coatract Completions, Employer Totals from 1983 - 1995 

Year - - 1983 - 1984 - 1985 - 1986 - 1987 - 1988 - 1989 

Employ 864 82 1 823 816 966 1 256 1 631 
Toîal 

J&CBI~ - - 2 775 2 835 3 160 3 488 4 751 
Complete 

Year - 1990 

Coatract 10 849 
Complete 

Employ 1 651 
Total 

Jarnaamaimu 4 652 
Complete 

Source: Htunan Resources Development Canada, compiled from "Year-to-Date 
Reports", Dec 1983 - Dec 1995. 



Appenàix B 

Fruits 1 653 
Vegetables 1 977 
Greenhouse Veg. 502 
Tobacco 3 719 
Nursery 267 
Processing 534 
Apples 1 947 
Ginseng 22 1 

Source: Survey of Producers and Commodity Associations, in FARMS (1995). Annex C. 

SAMPLE OF % 
JAMMCAN 
WORKERS /30 

Fruits 2 6.7 
Vegetables 8 26.6 
Tobacco 16 53.3 
Apples I l  36.6 
Other* 3 10.0 

Total 40 

(Total is more than sarnple total as some migrants worked in more than one comrnodity.) 

*Includes greenhouse vegetables, nursery, processing and ginseng. 



Appendix C 
1996 PREVAILING AGiUCULTURAL WAGE RATE 

AND APPROVED EMPLOYMENT PERIODS 

II COMMODITY 

TOBACCO - FLUE 

TOBACCO - BLACK 

CANNINGrnOD 
PROCESSING 

II (Fruit and Vegetables) 

(Includes ginseng and 
mechanically harvested 
tomatoes) 

GREENHOUSE 
VEGETABLES 

WAGE 

$68 .Oû/KILN 
(inchdes empty ing) 

$6.90/HFt 
(includes pIanting and ail 
houriy paid duties) 

$8.23/HR 
(harvest) 

TERM 

July - November 
(workers dowed in Mz 
for planting if at Ieast 2 
hrs. of work is guarante 

July - November 

July - November 

April - November 

April - November 

ApriI - November 

Reprinted from the "Employer Information Package, 1996" put out by FARMS (Foreign 
Agricultural Resource Management Services), Mississauga, Ontario. 



Appendix D: Interview Outline 

A. Background Questions: 

How long have you been going up to Canada? 
What crops did you work in? 
Approximately how Long do you stay in Canada per year? 
How long were you in Canada this past season? 
What year were you bom in? 
What level of schooling do you have? 
Are you marrïed? 
How many children do you have? 
What do you do in Iamaica for a living? 
How did you becorne involved in this program? 

B. Working Conditions: 

Tell me about your work in Canada 
What jobs do you do? 
What is the hardest job? 
How do you rate the work. is it diffcult? 
What part do you iike the best? 

C. Social Life: 

Tell me about the social life in Canada 
What do you do for hin? 
How often do you go out? 
Do you have many friends other than those you work with? 
How often do you go into town? 
What do you do in town? (groceries, bar) 
Compare between Iamaica and Canada, what is the difference in social life? 

D. Living Conditions: 

What are the living arrangements like in Canada? 
How many people to a bedroom? How many share a shower? Toilet? What are 
the cooking facilities Iike? Do you have laundry?, a t.v., music? 

E. Role of the liaison officer: 

What is the liaison officer's job? 
Do you tmst your Liaison oficer to go to for help if you have a problem? 



F. Racism: 

Have you ever feelt discrirninated against in Canada? 
Do you thhk there is racism in Canada? 

G. Perception of Freedom: 

Do you feel you have much freedom when you are in Canada? (different from Jamaica) 
What d e s  rnust you foiiow according to your contract? How are they enforced? 
Would you ever want to iive in Canada ail  year around? 

H. Generai: 

What made you decide to corne to Canada to work? 
What is the best thing about Canada for you? 
What is the wont thing about Canada? 
What changes would you Like to see of this program? 

1s there anything you would like to add? 
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